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INTRODUCTION
This book is a subject catalog of the peat research materials in
the Natural Resources Library at the University of Minnesota,,
Duluth. The content is organized into two parts. Part A contains
the complete, subject catalog. Each entry in tlie subject catalog
includes basic descriptive information, such as author, title,
date, pagination, and publisher. The call number following each
entry shows .the location of the item in the Natural Resources
Library.
Part B is a Subject Index. The subject terms used here are
basically keywords (uncontrolled vocabulary) from the documents.
The keywords represent words from titles, abstracts, and in some
cases, the actual content of the documents being indexed.
The bulk of the subject headings are constructed around two
principal terms, peat and peatlands. The distinction is whether
peat the material .is the focus of study or whether peat is looked
at primarily in a geographical context. For example, a laboratory
analysis of sphagnum would be found under the heading peat, whereas
a discussion of wildlife ecology would be indexed under peatlands.
Both peat and peatlands are extensively subdivided.
When using this type of index, several terms must often be
considered to ensure a complete search. Some basic rules for
searching apply. Scientific or non-technical terminology may be
used. Hierarchical terminology is common. Subject matter may be
indexed at wildlife and birds, at horticulture and vegetables.
Words and phrases with similar meanings often appear. One needs to
look at trace elements and heavy metalsr at pyrolysis and
combustion^ for example.
Each term in the Subject Index is followed by a specific page
reference, to facilitate moving through the book.
A companion volume entitled The Farnham Peat Collection: Author
Catalog of Peat Research Materials in the Natural Resources Library
provides additional access to these materials.
The peat holdings in the Natural Resources Library are almost
entirely the personal library of Dr. Rouse S. Farnham^ professor of
Soil Science at the University of Minnesota, now retired. Dr.
Farnham donated his library to the Natural Resources Research






Peat a resource of the"future -- teaching manual / by Alain
Belanger... [et al.]. - Riviere-du-Loup, Que., Can : Cen. de Re.
115 p. : illus. / 1988.
ID: 88503260
ZZ 768 TECH REPT
Minnesota's peat resources: their characteristics and use in
sewage treatment, agriculture and energy / by Don Howard
Boelter, Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul, MN:Univ. of MN,
Soil Sci. Dept.
13 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88504197
ZZ 1418 VERT FILE
Peat / by Charles L. Davis. - Wash, DC: Bureau of Mines, Dept of
Int.
7 p. : charts : 1981.
ID: 88503820
ZZ 1106 VERT FILE
Preprint from the 1981 Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook.
Organic soils,, their formation,, distribution, utilization and
management / by J. F. Davis^ R. E. Lucas. - East Lansing : Dept.
of Soil Sciences,- A.
155 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. ; 1959.
ID: 88504511
S598 .D38 TECH REPT
Irish bogs : a case for planning / by H. van Eck. - Nijmegen :
Katholieke Universiteit.
333 p. ; 1984.
ID: 88504575
ZZ 1622 .Al MONOGRAPH
What do you know about peats? / by Rouse Smith Farnham^ 1918-. -
Mpls, Mn.: Home and Garden Supply.
4 p. illus. ; n.d.
ID: 88503619
ZZ 933 VERT FILE
Peat resources--classification, properties, and geographical
distribution / by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul, Mn. :
Univ. of Mn./Soil Sci.
11 p. ; n.d.
ID: 88504370
ZZ 1515 VERT FILE
Inventory of peat resources in Minnesota / by Robin Fox..
al.]. - St. Paul, MN : Dept of Nat Resources.
36 p. : maps / 1977.
ID: 88503841




Mi res--swamp,, bog, fen, and moor / by A. J. P. (Anthony John
Poynter) Gore. - Amsterdam ; New York : Elsevier Scientif.
v. <1 > : ill. ; 1983-
(Ecosystems of the world ; 4)
ID: 88504947 ISBN/ISSN: 0444420053
QH541.5.M3 M57 1983 MONOGRAPH
Library has v.4A and v.4B of series.
Torfoznowstwo dla meliorantow / by Marian Horawski. - Krakow :
Akademia Rolnicza W Krakowie.




Einfuehrung in die Torfkunde / by Ralf Kadner. - .s.l.: s.n.
n.d.
ID: 88505055
ZZ 1902 VERT FILE
Lecture notes of Professor Kadner.
Organic soils (Histosols) formation,, distribution, physical and
chemical properties and management for crop.production / by
Robert E. Lucasr Gainesville. Florida. Agricultural Experiment
Station. - [East Lansing, Mich.] Michigan State Uni.
77 p. : ill.; 28 cm. ; 1982.
(Research report (Michigan State University. Agricultural
Experiment)
ID: 88500722
S598 .L82 1982 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Research report : Michigan State University. Agricultural
Experiment.
The role of the mineral industry & transportation in regional
development : the 23rd annual conference proceedings, Duluth /
Mid-Continent Research and Development Council. - Mid-Continent
Research & Dev. Council.
95 p. : charts; 1976.
ID: 88504372
ZZ 1517 TECH REPT
Contains article "Peat: an important resource in Minnesota.
Advanced data on peat in 1978 / Mineral Industry Surveys. -
Washington, DC: Bureau of Mines.
10 p. : charts; 1979.
ID: 88504453
ZZ 705.2 TECH REPT
I
Peatlands / by Peter D. Moore. - New York, NY:
221 p. : illus. ; 1974.
ID: 88503288 ISBN/ISSN: 0-387-91112-X





8 p. : charts; 1966.
ID: 88504360
ZZ 1506 VERT FILE
Peat in Minnesota's future / by Moses Passer.
6 p. : photos; 1956.
ID: 88503993
ZZ 1262 VERT FILE.
Reprinted from Conservation Volunteer, Sept/Oct^ 1956,. p. 45-51.
Peat—resource of the future? / by Moses Passer.
5 p. : photos; 1956.
ID: 88503994
ZZ 1263 VERT FILE . . .
Reprinted from Conservation Volunteer^ Jul/Aug 1956^ p. 36-41.
Peat...an important raw material / by Edgar L. Piret.
2 p.; 1956.
ID: 88503579
ZZ 906 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Chemical Engineering Progress,. November, 1956,
94-95
Peat in Canada and Britain economic implications / by Norman W.
Radforth, National Research Council of Canada. Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics. - Ottawa,. On. : Nat.
Research Council.
11 p. : photos; 1957.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 45)
ID: 88504082
ZZ 1339 VERT FILE
Reprinted from The Journal of the Royal Society of Arts,. Vol.
CIV, Nov. 9, 1956, p. 968-979.
Peat handbook / by N. N. Samsonov, I. E. Belokopytov, V. S.
Varentsov. - Moscow,, USSR : State Energy Publishers.




Peat : a chapter from Mineral Facts and Problems, 1980 edition
/ by James P. Searls, United States. Bureau of Mine's. -
Washington^ D.C. : U.S. Dept. of the Int.
10 p. : 1 ill. ; 26 cm.; 1981.
ID: 88501338
TN840 .U9 TECH REPT
Includes tables on world peat production, world peat reserves,.
peat supply-demand relationships, time-price relationships for
peat, 1963-83, projections and forecasts for U.S. peat demand
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
PEAT
Peat in the United States / by Eugene T. Sheridan, Joseph A.
DeCarlo. - Washington, DC : Dept Interior/Bur Mines.
25 p. : photos; 1957.
(Information circular (United States. Bureau of Mines) ;
ID: 88503876
ZZ 1155 VERT FILE
7799)
The occurrence and uses of peat in the United States / by Edgar
Kirke Soper^ 1886-, Clarence C. Osbon. - Washington : Govt.
Print. Off.
207 p. : ill., map ; 1922.
(Bulletin (Geological Survey U.S.) ; 728)
ID: 88503514
QE75 .B9 NO. 728 MONOGRAPH
At head of title: Department of the Interior.
The general aspects of peat development in-Sweden /by B.
Thorbjornson,. Ireland) International Peat Symposium 1954 :
Dublin. - Co. Kildare, Ireland: Bord na Mona.
10 p.; 1954.
ID: 88503530
ZZ 869 VERT FILE
Peat in the United States / United States. Dept. of the
Interior. - Washington^ D.C.: U.S. Dept. of Interior.
25 p. (illus); 1957.
(Information circular (United States. Bureau of Mines)
ID: 88503076
TN295 .U4 NO. 7799 TECH REPT
7799)
Lignite and peat: A chapter from Mineral Facts and Problems /




ZZ 680 VERT FILE
Advance data on peat in 1979 / United States. Dept. of the




ZZ 705 TECH KEPT
Lignite and peat: a chapter from Mineral Facts and Problems /




ZZ 1016 VERT FILE
Preprint from: Bulletin 556, Bureau of Mines
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
PEAT
Advance data on peat in 1972 / United States. Dept. of the
Interior. - Washington, D.C. : U.S. Dept. of Interior.
5 pp.; 1972.
ID: 88503747
ZZ 705.1 TECH KEPT
Peat / United States. Bureau of Mines., Eugene T. Sheridan,
Maxine M. Otero. - Washington, DC. : Bureau of Mines.
17 p. : charts; 1962.
ID: 88504043
ZZ 1313 VERT FILE
Preprint from Bureau of Mines Minerals Yearbook 1962.
Peat / United States. Bureau of Mines., Eugene T. Sheridan. - •
-Washington, DC : Bureau of Mines.
17 p. : charts; 1964. . •
ID: 88504046-
ZZ 1316 VERT FILE
Preprint from Bureau of Mines"Minerals Yearbook 1964.
PEAT INDUSTRY
Business Aspect^ of the Peat Industry, 1980-1986
16 p. ; 1986.
ID: 88501642
ZZ 16 TECH REPT
List of Peat Wholesalers / by Inc. Dialog Information,Services,.
Dun's Marketing Services. - (Palo Alto, Ca.): Dialog Information
Serv.
3 p. ; 1985.
ID: 88502975
ZZ 620 VERT FILE
A Dialog Search, April Q, 1985.
Market Aspects of the Peat Industry^ 1980-1986 / by Inc. Dialog
Information Services. - (Palo Alto, Ca.): Dialog Info. Services.
(16 p.) ; 1986.
ID: 88503001
ZZ 633 REF
A Dialog Search, 16 Apr. 1986.
A broad view of economic development considerations for the peat
industry / by Francis H. Geisenhoff. - St. Paul, Mn. : Dept. of
Econ. Dev.
10 p. : charts; 1978.
ID: 88504296
ZZ 1461 VERT FILE
Remarks presented to the members, subcommittee on Minerals and
Natural Resources, Grand Rapids, Minnesota.
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
PEAT INDUSTRY
The^UnitedStates^ Department of Energy peat development program
^by Frank J. Mangan. - St. Paul,~Mn.: U of Mn'/ C~oHeq~e~ oT'Acrri
14 p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88503825
ZZ 1111 VERT FILE
Presented for review.to the Academic Enrichment and Honors
Program Committee, College of Agriculture, University of
Minnesota.
Economic effects of Minnesota peatland development / by Patrick
D. Meagher.
40 p. : map ; 1979.
ID: 88500001
HD1761 .M5 TECH REPT
Peatlands / by Peter D. Moore. - New York, NY:
221 p. : illus. ; 1974.
ID: 88503288 ISBN/ISSN: 0-387-91112-X
GB621 .M66 1974B MONOGRAPH
Springer-Verlag
PEAT INDUSTRY—CANADA
Canadian peat_-commercialization / by Ahmed Ismail, Institute of •
Gas Technology.. -St. Catharines, Ont: Montreal Enqineer Co.
18 p. : charts ; 1981. ' --- —„—--- ^^.
ID: 88503810
ZZ 1096 VERT FILE
Presented at the symposium: "Peat as an energy alternative II"
of the Institute of Gas Technology at the Sheration"National'
Hotel : Arlington, Virginia, USA,"1-3 December, 1981.
Peatmoss^in^Canada_/ by A. A. Swinnerton. - Ottawa, CANADA:
Dept of Mines & Tech. Surv.
31 p. : (illus) ; 1958.
(Information circular (Dept. of Mines and Technical
; 104)
ID: 88503083
ZZ 681 TECH REPT
PEAT INDUSTRY--CONGRESSES
pea^lndustrY. :.procee(:ilngs of the symposium of Commission II,
Kouvola, Finland, 7-11 August, 1978"/ International Peat"
Society. Commission II. -"Espoo, Finland : The-Societv7
340, 8 p. : ill., maps ; 1978.
ID: 88501327
TN837 .164 1978 MONOGRAPH
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
PEAT INDUSTRY—CONGRESSES
A Symposium on Peat and Peatlands : proceedings = un Symposium
sur la tourbe et les tourbieres : compte rendu / by N.B.)
Symposium on Peat and Peatlands (1982 : Shippegan, International
Peat Society. Canadian National Committee. - Halifax, N.S. :
Canadian National Committee.
viii, 582 p. : ill. ; 1983.
ID: 88500238 ISBN/ISSN: 0660521024
HD9559.P4 S95 1982 MONOGRAPH
PEAT INDUSTRY--ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Effect of peat mining on fish and other aquatic organisms in the
Upper Midwest / by Dresser & McKee. Environmental Sciences
Division. Camp... [et al. ] . - Washington, DC : The Office.
v, 73 p. : ill. ; 1981.
ID: 88500998
SH177.P4 C35 1981 TECH REPT
Peatland development : impact assessment methods and application
/ by John C. Clausen... [et al.]. - [St. Paul?] : Minnesota
Dept. of Natural.
62 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. ; 1981.
ID: 88501395
TP340 .C55 TECH REPT
Effects of peat utilization on water quality in Minnesota :
final report and recommendations / by R. L. Crawford^ Minnesota.
Division of Minerals, University of Minnesota. Freshwater
Biological Institute. - [St. Paul?] : Minnesota Department of
Natural.
[18] p. : ill. ; 28 cm. ; 1978.
ID: 88501397
TP340 .C73 TECH REPT
Terrestrial wildlife of Minnesota peatlands: a literature
search / by William H. Marshall... [et al.]. - St. Paul, MN:DNR.
193 p. ; 1978.
ID: 88503299
TP340 .M37 TECH REPT
Evaluation of the potential of peat in Ontario : energy and
non-energy uses / Monenco Consultants, Ontario. Ministry of
Natural Resources. - Toronto, Ont. : Ministry of Natural Reso.
193 p. : ill. ; 30 cm. ; 1981.
(Occasional paper (Ontario. Ministry of Natural Resources) ; 7)
ID: 88504911 ISBN/ISSN: 0774368101




Proceedings of the U. S. Department of Energy [...] Technical
Contractors' Conference on Peat/ Sponsored by the U,.S. Dep /
Technical Contractors' Conference on Peat. - McLean, VA:
UOP,Inc. System Development.
4 v. ; 1980, 1981.
ID: 88501418
TP340 .T4 TECH REPT
Proceedings of the U.S. Department of Energy (...) Technical
Contractors' Conference on Peat/ Sponsored by the U.S. Dept /
Technical Contractors' Conference on Peat. - McLean, Va.: UOP,
Inc. System Development.
1 v. ; 1982.
ID: 88502950
TP340 .T4 1982 TECH REPT .
PEAT INDUSTRY—EUROPE
Peat technology transer visit to Europe : Fall, 1975 / by James
E. Carter. - Minneapolis, MN : Minn Energy Agency.
21 p.; 1976.
ID: 88503772
ZZ 1066 VERT FILE
Peat exchange mission to the U.S.S.R. : July - August, 1957 /
by Edgar L. Piret, Moses Passer. - Minneapolis, MN : U of MN
Chem Eng Dept.
[100] p. : photos ; 1958.
ID: 88503768
ZZ 1062 TECH REPT
PEAT INDUSTRY—FINLAND
Piipsanneva - the oldest peat industry area in northern Finland
/ by Veli M. Pohjonen. - Kannus, Finland: Forest Research Inst.
2 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88504299
ZZ 1464 VERT FILE
PEAT INDUSTRY—IRELAND
A study of the use of peat as a fuel in Ireland / by Kevin
Doyle. - St. Paul, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept. Soils.
27 p. : photos, charts ; 1978.
ID: 88504128
ZZ 1372 VERT FILE
PEAT INDUSTRY—MAINE
Some peat deposits in Penobscot County, Maine / by Cornelia C.
Cameron, Walter A. Andersen. - Wash,. DC : U.S. Dept. Int., Geol
Survey.
[30] p. : charts ; 1979.
ID: 88503832
ZZ 1118 VERT FILE
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
PEAT INDUSTRY—MANITOBA
Manitoba peatland farming association incorporation, field
activities of the organic solid project: highlights from the /
Manitoba Peatland Farming Association. - Steinbach, Manitoba:
Manitoba Peatland Farming Assn.
4 p. / 1982.
ID: 88503122
ZZ 719 VERT FILE
Manitoba Peatland Farming Association : 1982 annual report
Beausejour, Manitoba: Manitoba Peatland Farming Asso.
18 p. : photos ; 1982.
ID: 88504736
ZZ 1767 VERT FILE
PEAT INDUSTRY—MINNESOTA
American Peat Company: Business Plan Volume II, Part \,




ZZ 245 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Fleet Development and Management Corporation
Revegetation of mined peatlands : I. Environmental properties of
a mined area / by Mary L. Anderson, Vilis Kurmis, 1922-,.
Minnesota Peat Program. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Minnesota
Department.
v, 47 p. : charts ; 1982.
ID: 88501339
TN840.U5 A53 TECH REPT
Resume of meeting on peat industry / by Gleason M. Diser. - St.
Paul, MN : State of Mn./Dept. Agric.
6 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88503989
ZZ 1258 VERT FILE
Office memorandum.
Peat extraction: existing and proposed operations in Minnesota
/ by Mary King Hoff. - Mpls, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./CURA.
16 p. : charts ; 1983.
ID: 88504312
ZZ 1476 TECH REPT
Hypnum peat moss
4 p. : charts
ID: 88504667
ZZ 1701 VERT FILE






Bio-energy in Minnesota : the peat special energy project / by
James F. Idzorek... [et al.]. - [St. Paul,, Minn. : the Division.
2, 23, 49 p. : ill. ; 1983.
ID: 88501405
TP340 .139 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. 710/2 Minnesota. Dept. of Energy^ Planning and Development
Socio-economic effects of- peat resource development in northern
Minnesota / by Wilbur R. Maki . . . [et al. ] . -'St. Paul :
Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources.
iii, 164 p. ; 28 cm. ; 1979.
ID: 88500239
HD9559.P5 M65 TECH REPT
Minnesota peat association (brochure) / Minnesota Peat
Association. - (Esko, Mn.: Minnesota Peat Association).
1 p. illus. ; 1988.
ID: 88502959
ZZ 608 VERT FILE
Minnesota Peat Association (Brochure) / Minnesota Peat
Association-. - (Esko, Mn.: Minnesota Peat Association).
1 p. illus. ; 1988.
ID: 88502960
ZZ 608.1 VERT FILE
- London, OhPeat industry / by John C. St. Clair.
6 p. : charts ; 1972.
ID: 88504365
ZZ 1511 VERT FILE
Letter to Donald Grubrich.
Peat utilization and the Red Lake Indian Reservation / Walter
Butler Company, Minnesota. Division of Minerals. - [St. Paul]
Distributed by the State of.
226 p.in various pagings ; 1978.
ID: 88501421
TP340 .W3 TECH REPT
PEAT INDUSTRY—ONTARIO
Evaluation of the potential of peat in Ontario : energy and
non-energy uses / Monenco Consultants^ Ontario. Ministry of
Natural Resources. - Toronto, Ont. : Ministry of Natural Reso.
193 p. : ill. ; 30 cm. ; 1981.
(Occasional paper (Ontario. Ministry of Natural Resources) ; 7)
ID: 88504911 ISBN/ISSN: 0774368101




PEAT INDUSTRY--UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS (USSR)
40 years of peat industry in the USSR / by A. F. Bausin.
Moscow, State Energy Pub. House.




Modern conditions and perspectives of the development of peat
industry in the USSR / by B.N. Sokolov.
4 p. ; N.D.
ID: 88504134
ZZ 1378 VERT FILE
PEAT INDUSTRY—UNITED STATES
' Peatland policy study / by William A. Fleischman, Minnesota.
Department of Natural Resources. - [St Paul?] : Minnesota Dept.
of Natural.
98 p. : map ; 28 cm. ; 1978.
ID: 88501341
TN840.U5 F5 TECH KEPT
Peat producers in the United States that reported production in
1956 / by Eugene T. Sheridan. - Washington, D.C.: U.S. Dept. of
Interior.
8 p. ; 1958.
(Information circular (United States. Bureau of Mines) ; 7817)
ID: 88503081
TN295 .U4 NO. 7817 TECH REPT
/ United States
The Bureau.
Peat producers in the United States in
Bureau of Mines. - Washington,. D.C.
v. ; 27 cm ; 19uu-.
(Mineral industry surveys)
ID: 88500241
HD9559.P5 U67 TECH REPT
PEAT--ABSORBENT
Absorbent structure / by Yvon G. Levesque.
U.S. Patent Office,
8 p. illus. ; 1980.
ID: 88502715
ZZ 422 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 4,215,692
Layered absorbent structure /by Yvon G. Levesque.
D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
9 p. illus. ; 1980.
ID: 88502716








Superthin absorbent product / by Heinz A. Pieniak. - Washi
D.C. : U.S. Patent Office. ^ --——. ..^^.^.^^^.^
12 p. : illus. ; 1985.
ID: 88502724




The use of peat in combating oil pollution / by E. Ekman, R.
Sandelin.
4 p. ; 1971.
ID: 88503638
ZZ 952 VERT FILE
. Reprint from .the Bulletin of the.International Peat Society .
(1971): 2, pp. 19-23. '"" -"~ ~"
The use of peat in combating oil pollution / by E. Ekman, R.
Sandelin.
4 p. : photo/charts ; [1969].
ID: 88504651
ZZ 1685 VERT FILE
Uber die Verwendung von Torf bei der Olpestabwehr / by Erkki
Ekman. - Forschungsanstalt^ Finland -: Valtion Tek.
12 p. : charts ; 1972.
ID: 88504561
ZZ 1625 TECH REPT
From: Turve- ja oljyteknillinen laboratorio, tiedonanto 1;
Otaniemitammikuu 1972.




ZZ 411 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 3,791,990
Final report: ^Waste treatment systems using peat / by Thomas E.
Levar, Tim S. Hagen/ Natural Resources Research Institute. -
Duluth^ Mn.: Natural Res. Res. Institute.
23 p./ 1989.
ID: 88503446
ZZ 814 TECH KEPT
Added entry:
1. NRRI/TR-89/4




Single cycle continuous process for preparing oil spill
absorbing peat / by William D. Moores, LTD. Terra-Nova Power and
Development. - (London,. U.K.): Derwent Publications.
(7 p.) ; (1984?).
ID: 88502797
ZZ 422.1 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 0121613
Oil spill absorbing peat / by William D. Moores,. LTD. Terra-Nova
Power and Development. - (London, U.K.) : Derwent Publications.
(8 p.) ; (1982) .
ID: 88502798
ZZ 423.1 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 0075384
Industrial utilization of peat moss / by Maurice R. J. Ruel...
[et al.].
24 p. : charts ; [1973].
ID: 88504654
ZZ 1688 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Muskeg and Northern Environment in Canada,
Chapter 9, p. 221-246.
The development of chemically modified forms of peat as a cation
exchanger, anion exchanger^ and oil coalescer / by Edward
Francis Smith. - [Cincinnati].
120 leaves: ill. ; 1976.
ID: 88502933
ZZ 579 .Al MONOGRAPH
Thesis (Ph.D.) - Univ. of Cincinnati, 1976.
PEAT- -ACCUMULATION
The development of peat lands / by Eville Gorham.
21 p. : charts; [1954] .
ID: 88503963
ZZ 1232 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Quarterly Review of Biology, Vol. 32^
p. 145-146.
The rate of organic matter accumulation on the sedge mat zones
of bogs in the Itasca State Park region of Minnesota / by
Gilbert A. Leisman. -
20 p. : charts, photos ; 1953.
ID: 88503938
ZZ 1208 VERT FILE




The relationship between net primary production and accumulation
for a peatland in southeastern Manitoba / by R.J. Reader, J.M.
Stewart.
13 p. : photos ; 1972.
ID: 88503939
ZZ 1209 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Ecology,. Vol. 53, No. 6, Autumn,, 1972,
p. 1024-1037.
The rate of peat growth in the Erie Basin / by Paul B. Sears,
Elsie Janson.
7 p. : charts ; 1933.
ID: 88503940
ZZ 1210 VERT FILE
Reprinted.from Ecology^ Vol. 14, No. 4^ Oct., 1933, p. 348-355.
PEAT--ACIDITY
Standard test method for pH of peat materials / American Society
for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia^ PA : ASTM.
ID: 88505014
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section 04.08, p 500-01.
[D2976-71].
Uber die Hohenanderungen der Mooroberflache infolge van Sackung
und Humusverzehr sowie in Abhangigkeit von Aziditat "Atm / by
Rudolf Eggelsmann. - Hamburg : Verlag Paul Parey.
(33 p. ) : ill. ; 195?
ID: 88505034
ZZ 1881 VERT FILE
In German. Sonderdruck aus Festschrift aus Anlab des zehnjahrigen
Best ehens des Kuratoriums fur die StaatlichMoor-Versuchsstation
in Breme . • ~
The acidic properties of peat and muck / by Irvin C. (Irvin
Carl) Feustel^ 1906-. - Washington : U.S. Dept. of Agriculture.
42 p. : ill. ; 23 cm ; 1939.
(Technical bulletin (United States. Dept. of Agriculture) ; 690)
ID: 88503517
ZZ 860 .Al TECH KEPT
Influence of sphagnum and other mosses on bog reactions / by
Herman Kurz.
13 p. : charts ; 1928.
ID: 88504309
ZZ 1473 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Ecology,, Vol. IX, No. 1, Jan., 1928, p. 56-69.
The acid-base balance of peatlands: a short-term perspective /
by Noel R. Urban, S. E. Bayley.
9 p. : charts ; 1986.
ID: 88504699
ZZ 1733 VERT FILE




Dynamics of the moisture content of soil after addition of
hydraulic peat / by F.A. Malyshev. - Washington, DC : US Dept
of Commerce.
9 p. : charts ; 1959.
ID: 88503704
ZZ 1003 VERT FILE
From: Trudy Instituta Torfa. Akademiya Nauk BSSR, Vol. 8:
332-342. 1959.
Studies on the effect of the admixture of mineral soil upon the
thermal conditions of cultivated peat land / by Yrjo Pessi. -
Helsinki.
89 p. illus.^ diagrs. ; 1956.
ID: 88503516




The ion exchange and adsorption properties of peat at acid
conditions / by Martti Aho. - Jyvaskyla, Finland : s.n.
73 p. : charts ; 1984.
ID: 88503762
ZZ 1055 TECH REPT
Ph.D. Dissertation, 1984.
Peatmoss—a natural adsorbing agent for the treatment of
polluted water / by Van Quach Tinh... [et al.].
4 p. ; 1971.
ID: 88503627
ZZ 942 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the (CIM) Bulletin for March, 1971, 99-104.
Presented at the 73rd Annual General Meeting of the CIM^
Quebec City, April, 1971.
On the icn-exchange properties of peat. Part III : comparison
of the adsorption properties of peat moss and the effect / by
Jouni Tummavuori.
4 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88504531
In: SUC^ Vol. 34, No. 1, 1983, p. 13-16. Finnish with English
summary.
PEAT--AMENDMENT VALUE
The effects of amending a sandy loam soil with reed-grass-sedge
peat-1967
2 p. ; 1967.
ID: 88504137
ZZ 1381 VERT FILE




The effects of various coarse textured material and peat on the
physical properties of Hagerstown soil for turfgrass product /
by George J. Shoop. : Penn State Univ/Dept of Agron.





Standard test methods for moisture, ash, and organic matter of
peat materials / American Society for Testing and Materials. -
Philadelphia, PA : ASTM.
2 p. ; 1985.
ID: 88505013
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section 04.08,
p. 497-98. [D2974-84] .
Standard test method for volume weights, water holding capacity,
and air capacity of water saturated peat materials / American
Society for Testing and Materials. - Phildelphia, PA : ASTM.
ID: 88505017
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section 04.. 08, p. 505-07
[D2980-71] .
Standard test method for volume of processed peat materials /
American Society for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia, PA
ASTM.
ID: 88505016
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Sectin 04.08, p. 504.
[D2978-71] .
A survey of cutover peats and underlying mineral soils,. Bord Na
Mona CNOC Dioluin group / by T. A. Barry, M. L. Carey, R. F.
Hammond. - County Kildare,. Ire. : Bord Na Mona.
141 p. : maps, charts ; 1973.
(Soil survey bulletin (Co. Kildare, Ire. Bord Na Mona) ; 30)
ID: 88504564
ZZ 1628 MONOGRAPH
Gives summary of analytical methods used in study and list of
references to analytd-cal methods.
The decomposition of peat measured by carbon dioxide evolved /
by Robert H. Bedford.
10 p. ; 1929.
ID: 88503784
ZZ 1078 VERT FILE
Part of M.S. thesis. University of Alberta, Edmonton, May 1928.




Physical principles of moisture determination in peat by the
neutron method / by Ya Chudars, N. Skvortsova. - Washington,
DC : US Dept of Commerce.
11 p. ; 1962.
ID: 88503702
ZZ 1001 VERT FILE
From: Izvestiya Akademii Nauk Latviiskoi SSR, No. 5(178). 1962
Peat testing manual / by J. H. Day, National Research Council of
Canada. Associate Committee on Geotechnical Res. - Ottawa,
Ontario : National Research Coun.
vii, 193 p. : ill. ; 1979.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada.
Association) . •
ID: 88500717 • . •
S592.85 .D3 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1. Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada.
Association.
Chemical and infrared studies on phragmites peat and its humic
acid / by V.C. Farmerr R.I. Morrison. -
Aberdeen, Ireland : Macaulay Inst Soil Res.
12 p.; n.d.
ID: 88503880
ZZ 1159 VERT FILE
From the Scientific Proceedings A, Royal Dublin Society :
incomplete.
Some laboratory methods for analyzing organic soils / by Rouse
Smith Farnham, 1918-, J.L. Brown, H. R. Finney. - St. Paul, MN :
U of MN/Dept of Soil Sci.
5 p. ; 1970.
ID: 88503898
ZZ 1176 VERT FILE
The physical and chemical characteristics of certain American
peat profiles / by Irvin C. (Irvin Carl) Feustel, 1906-, Horace
G. Byers. - Washington, DC: US Dept of Agriculture.
24 p ; 1930.
(Technical bulletin (United States. Dept. of Agri.) ; 214)
ID: 88503658
ZZ 965 VERT FILE
Gives experimental methods for determining physical and chemical




Preliminary analytical survey of Minnesota peats for possible
industrial chemical utilization / by Charles H. Fuchsman... [et
al.]. - Bemidji, Minn. : Center for Environmenta.
59 p. : map ; 28 cm ; 1979.
ID: 88501403
TP340 .F82 TECH REPT
Analytical methods and data for ash, phosphorus,. bitumens,
waxes, and humics.
Chemical tracers approach to determine hydraulic conductivity of
saturated undisturbed peat soils / by Abraham Gafni. - St.
Paul, Mn. : U. of Mn./Soil Science.
60 p. : maps, charts ; 1985.
ID: 88504646 ...
,ZZ 1680 TECH REPT
PhD Study Plan.
Evaluation of peat moss as applied to some bogs in southern
Ontario / by R. Bruce Graham. - Ottawa,. CANADA: Dept of
Mines & Tech. Surv.
100 p. : (illus) ; 1961.
(Technical bulletin (Dept. of Mines and Technical Services) ; 22)
ID: 88503078
ZZ 676 TECH REPT
Pyrophosphate color test for organic soil materials / by R. B.
Grossman^ William E. McKinzie. - Lincoln,. Neb : Soil Survey
Laboratory.
7 p. ; 1970.
ID: 88503699
ZZ 998 VERT FILE
Includes pyrophosphate color test.
Peat samples in stock / by Donald N. Grubich.
[10] p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88504353
ZZ 1500 VERT FILE
Handwritten lab notes.
Chemical products from peat project / by Ludwig Hartmann,.
Institute of Technology - Mpls, Mn. : Institute of Technology.
[100] p. : charts ; 1955.
(Progress report (Minnesota. University of Minnesota) : 1955)
ID: 88504306




Reduced analytical calculations required for the determination
of the volumetric weight of peat-bog soils / by H. Kurm. -
Washington, DC : U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
7 p. ; 1961.
ID: 88503661
ZZ 967 VERT FILE
From: Esti Maaviljeluse ja Maaparanduse Teadusliku Uurimise
Instituudi Teaduslek-Tehnilise Informatsiooni^. Bulleteen 6.
1961. -
On the use of tensiometers in describing moisture conditions of
peat soils / by Jukka Laine.
7 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88504471
In: SUO, Vol. 26, No. 2, 1975^ p. 17-24. Finnish with English
summary.
Proceedings of- the Eleventh Muskeg Research Conference, 6 and 7
May, 1965 / by Ivan C. MacFarlane... [et al.]. - Ottawa,. Can. :
National Research Council.
219 p. : illus. ; 1966.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 87)
ID: 88504717
ZZ 1748 MONOGRAPH
Contents: Progress of consolidation in an organic soil-;
Classification of peat and peat deposits...; Peat structure as a
basis of classification; Significance of density as a physical
property in peat deposits; Progress report on the application of
a neutron soil moisture meter. .. ; Percentage of latewood and
rate of growth of Black Spruce...; Study of forest site
deterioration; Some micrometerological observations...
Estimation of nitrogen efficacy in experimental peat-based
products from plant response by asymptotic regression /
Minnesota. Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board. - St.
Paul, MN : Univ. of Minnesota.
27 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88503744
ZZ 1041 VERT FILE
Report No. 20r Dept. of Soils, Institute of Agriculture, Univ. of
MN
Analysis of peat after S.W. Souci / by Clifford Moran.
2 p. : chart ; 1954.
ID: 88504356
ZZ 1503 VERT FILE




Tension tests on fibrous peat / National Research Council of
Canada. Division of Building Research,. K.V. Helenelund. -
Ottawa, Ont. : National Research Council.
24 p. : photos, charts ; 1967.
(Internal report(Div. of Building Research. Nat.Res.Council) ;
346)
ID: 88504092
ZZ 1348 TECH REP.T
Contents: Methods for measuring tensile strength of soils;
Measurements of tensile strength of peat; Influence of tensile
strength on the bearing capacity.
Analyses of Canadian coals and peat fuels — With appendix
containing supplementary coal ash chemical analyses / by Jasper
Henry Hume Nicolls^ 1886-, Canada. Department of Mines and
Technical Surveys. Mines Branch. - Ottawa, E. Cloutier, Queens
Printer.
409 p. ; 1985.
ID: 88504574
TP326.C2 N5 MONOGRAPH
Untersuchung uber den Einfluss des Zersetzungsgrades und der
Gewinnung van Hochmoortorf auf den Redoxkomples bei seiner / by
Johannes Niggemann.
119 p. : charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504560
ZZ 1624 MONOGRAPH
From: Torfnachrichten : Des Torfinstituts Hannover und der
Torfforschung GMBH. Bad Zwischenahn; Sonderdruck zu Jahrgang 18
1967 -Nr. 11/12.
The bulk density of peat and its determination / by Juhani
Paivanen.
19 p. ; 1969.
ID: 8S503570
ZZ 897 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Silva Fennica, Vol. 3, 1969, N: ol, 1-19.
Chemical products from peat project : organic constituents of
Minnesota peats / by .Moses Passer. - Duluth, Mn. : Univ. of Mn.
Duluth/Chem.
200 p. ; charts, photos ; 1957.
(Report (Duluth, Mn. Univ. of Mn. Duluth/Chemistry Dept.) ; 13)
ID: 88504449
ZZ 614.3 TECH REPT
Chemical products from peat project : progress report 1954-55 /
by Moses Passer... [et al.]. - Minneapolis, Mn. : Univ. of
Mn/Chem. Eng.
[150] p.: illus. ; 1955.
ID: 88504451





Chemical products from peat project: Progress'Report 1955-56 /
by Edgar L. Piret, University of Minnesota. Dept. of Chemical
Engineering. - Minneapolis, Mn.: University of Minn.
1 v., illus. ; 1956.
ID: 88502969
ZZ 613 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission.
Chemical products from peat project: Progress Report 1956-57 /
by Edgar L. Piret, University of Minnesota. Dept. of Chemical
Engineering. - Minneapolis, Mn.: University of Minn.
1 v., illus. ; 1957.
ID: 88502968
ZZ 614 TECH REPT .
Added entry:
1. Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission.
Chemical products from peat project : progress report 1957-58 /
by Edgar L. Piret... [et- al. ]• . - St. Paul,. Mn. : Iron Range Res.
& Rehab.
[200] p. : illus. ; 1958.
ID: 88504416
ZZ 614.1 TECH REPT
Progress report on organic terrain studies / by Norman W.
Radforth, National Research Council of Canada. Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics. - Ottawa, On. : National
Research Council.
17 p. : charts ; 1950.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 16)
ID: 88504093
ZZ 1349 TECH REPT.
Contents: Pollen analysis of peat underlying a treeless heath
area in the forest - tundra transition near Churchill^ Manitoba;
Plants in the royal botanical gardens herbarium collected at
Churchill.
Radio wave probe for in situ water content measurement of peat /
by Martti Tiuri.
4 p. : charts ; 1982.
ID: 88504479
In: SUO^ Vol 33, No. 3, 1982, p. 65-69. Finnish with English
summary. ,
On the determination of phosphorus in peat / by Jouni
Tummavuori.
3 p. : chart ; 1978.
ID: 88504477





A low-power x-ray spectrometer (5W) spark 1 for peat and
environmental research / by Jouni Tummavuori.
4 p. / 1983.
ID: 88504530
In: SUO, Vol 34, No. 1, 1983, p. 9-12. Finnish with English
summary.
Uber die edaphische bonitat von mooren Nordfinnlands / by Arvi
Valmari. - Helsinki, Finland : Hameenlinna.
126 p. : charts ; 1956.
ID: 88504548
ZZ 1609 TECH REPT
From: Suomen Maataloustieteellisen Seuran Julkaisuja^ 88.1, Acta
Agralia Fennica.
Methods of analysis (peat) / by Selman Waksman.
(26 p.) ; 19287
ID: 88503610
ZZ 930 VERT FILE
Reprint from Chemical Composition of Peat (Chapter I)
Contribution to the chemical composition of peat : I. Chemical
nature of organic complexes in peat and methods of analysis / by
Selman A. Waksman, Kenneth R. Stevens.
24 p. : charts ; 1928.
ID: 88503991
ZZ 1260 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Soil Science, Vol. 26, No. 2, Aug. 1928, p.
113-137.
Determination of volumetric weight of peaty soils / by R. R.
Zaidel'man. - Washington, DC : US Dept. of Agriculture.
3 p. ; 1955.
ID: 88504555
ZZ 1616 VERT FILE
From: Pochvovedenie^ No. 5 : 76-77. 1955.
P EAT --BACTERIA
Studies on the ecology and.physiology of cellulose-decomposing
bacteria in raised bogs / by Aimo Isotalo.
107 p. : photos ; 1951.
ID: 88503901
ZZ 1179 TECH REPT
From: Suomen Maataloustieteellisen Seuran Julkaisuja, 74 Acta
Agralia Fennica.
Presence of Azotobacter and absence of Thiobacillus thiooxidans
in peat soils / by C.E. Skinner, I.J. Nygard.
4 p. ; 1930.
ID: 88503907
ZZ 1185 VERT FILE




The luxuriance of a bog in its natural state as an index to the
quality of its peat / by Viljo Puustjarvi.
9 p. ; 1960.
ID: 88503794
ZZ 1088 VERT FILE
From: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society of
Finland, Vol 32 : 17-26, 1960.
On the base status of peat soils / by Vil-jo. Puustjarvi.
43 p. ; 1957.
ID: 88503565
ZZ 892 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica, VII: 2^ 1957^
190-223.
PEAT—BIBLIOGRAPHY
Annotated bibliography of peat - s.l. : s.n.
6 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88504153
ZZ 1393 VERT FILE
Peat : a contribution towards a.bibliography of the American
literature through 1925 / by Alice Cary Atwood, 1876-1947. -
Washington.
95 p. ; 27 cm. ; 1926.
ID: 88501557
Z5073 .U57 N0.12 REF
Zwei jahrzehnte moorkunde in Deutschland / by W. Baden. -
Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey.
24 pp. ; 1960.
ID: 88505046
ZZ 1893 VERT FILE
Sonderdruck aus "Zeitschrift fur Kulturtechnik"
I. Jahrgang, Heft I (1960), S. 2-25.





Peat references from Chemical Abstracts / Chemical Rubber
Company.
[25] p. ; 1948.
ID: 88504364
ZZ 1510 VERT FILE
Bibliography on microbiology of peat reclamation (1958-1951) /
Commonwealth Bureau of Soils. - s.l. : s.n.
9 pp. ; 1959.
ID: 88503681





Commonwealth Bureau of Soils : bibliography on cultivation of
peat soils (1930-1958) / Commonwealth Bureau of Soils.
8 p. ; 1959.
ID: 88504053
ZZ 1323 VERT FILE
Documentation not clear.
Das torfinstitut Hannover / by Max Gordon. - Sonderdruck :
Besteben des Instituts.
39 p. : 1961.
ID: 88504470
ZZ 1597 VERT FILE
Title translation: The Peat Institute in Hannover.
A peatland bibliography : chiefly with reference to the ecology,.
hydrology and biochemistry of sphagnum bogs / by Eville Gorham^
Janeen Elizabeth McAllister, Mary V. Santelmann. -
[Minneapolis? : s.n.
[149]. ; 28 cm. ; 1985.
ID: 88501562
Z6004.P42 G66 1985 TECH REPT
Bibliography on the use of ammoniated coal and peat as
fertilizer / by Harvey P. Hermanson. - Commonwealth Bureau of
Soils.
[10] p. ; 1958.
ID: 88504362
ZZ 1508 VERT FILE
Boden-Untersuchung : Vol II (bibliography) / by A. Hock, H.
Niklas F. Czibulka. - Munich, Germ. : Verlag.




Minnesota Peat Program Publications
5 p. ; n.d.
ID: 88502978
ZZ 621 REF
- s. 1. f s. n 3
Peat in Minnesota: a Bibliography of Books in the OCLC Database
/ by Ohio). Online Computer Library Center (Dublin. - Dublin,
Oh. : Online Computer Library Ctr.
91 p. ; 1990.
ID: 88504692




Consolidation of peat: a literature review / Ontario. Division
of Building Research, Ivan C. MacFarlane. - Ottawa, Can.: Div.
of Build. Research.
36 p. ; 1965.
ID: 88502642
ZZ 374 REF
Selective list of references for organic soils
12 p. ; 1955.
ID: 88504363
ZZ 1509 VERT FILE
Publications on research on peat and wood energy / Technical
Research Centre of Finland. - s.l. : Technical Research Ctr. of
Finland.
12 p. ; -n.d.
ID: 88503106
ZZ 703 VERT FILE
Bibliography on peat patents / United States. Patent and
Trademark Office. - (Palo Alto, Ca.: Dialog Information Serv.
loose-leaf pages ; 1990.
ID: 88502967
ZZ 612 REF
A Dialog Search from the Claims/U.S. Patent Abstracts Weekly.
PEAT—BIOCONVERSION
Microbial bioconversion of peat a perspective / by Anh LeDuy. -
(Sainte-Foy, Quebec : Laval University) .
15 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505057
ZZ 1904 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,.
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Continued development of a peat biogasification process / by C.
Ruoff, Dynatech R/D Company. - Cambridge, Mass. : Dynatech R/D
Company.
9 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505058
ZZ 1905 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative^
Dec. 1-3r 1980, Arlington, Va.
PRA.T--BRIQUETTES
Scottish peat : second report of the Scottish Peat Committee /
Agriculture and Fisheries For Scotland^ Scottish Peat
Committee. - Edinburgh, Sco.: Her Majesty's Stat. Off.






A brief survey of the peat briquette and semi-briquette
production"in Denmark / by J. Damgaard, Ireland) International
Peat Symposium (1954: Dublin. - Co. Kildare, Ireland: Bord na
Mona)
7 p. ; 1954.
ID: 88503531
ZZ 870 VERT FILE
Zur Charakterisierung.der die Brikettbingung beim Torf
bewirkenden Krafte / by Volker Gierth. - Hannover, Germ. : Des
Torfinstitutes.
70 p. : charts ; 1959.
ID: 88504743
ZZ 1774 VERT FILE
In Torfnachrichten, Jahrgang 10 - 1959 - Nr. 7/8.
Proceedings, International Peat Society Commission II Symposium
/ International Peat Society. Commission II, Ireland)
International Peat Symposium (1989 : Athlone. - Newbridge, Ir:
Bord na Mona Res. & Dev.
182 p. : illus. ; 1989.
ID: 88503404 ISBN/ISSN: 0951489003
ZZ 804 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1. Peat technology for the future.
Proceedings of the International Peat Society Commission II
Symposium Athlone^ Ireland, June 19-21,. 1989.
Proceedings, International Peat Society Commission II Symposium,,
Athlone/Ireland, June 19-21, 1989: Supplementary Pape /
International Peat Society. Commission II, Ireland)
International Peat Symposium (1989 : Athlone. - Newbridge, Ir.:
Bord na Mona Res. & Dev.
52 p. : illus. ; 1989.
ID: 88503405 ISBN/ISSN: 0951489003 II
ZZ 805 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1. Peat technology for the future.
Expandable shape-retaini^g peat moss briquettes and method of
producing same / by Odd S. Melvold. - Washington^ D.C. : U.S.
Patent Office.
7 p. illus. ; 1975.
ID: 88502707












Briquette for growing of plants / by Odd S. Melvold. -
Washington^ D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
9 p. : illus. ; 1968.
ID: 88502697
ZZ 404 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 3,375,607
Charcoal peat briquet: a preliminary investigation of
feasibility / Phrophoric Processes. - St. Paul, Mn.
Processes.
(29 p.) ; 1967.
ID: 88505002
ZZ 1871 TECH REPT
Milled peat and briquettes in Sweden / by 0,- Oddgren, Ireland)
International Peat Symposium (1954 : Dublin. - Co. Kildare^
Ireland: Bord na Mona)
[16] p. : illus. ; 1954.
ID: 88503532
ZZ 870 VERT FILE
Leinster Leader, LTD, NAAS
Development of machines for milled peat and briquette
production / by 0. Uddgren.
14 p. : illus. ; 1954.
ID: 88503760
ZZ 1053 VERT FILE
PEAT—CAIiCIUM
Distribution of extractable calcium, magnesium, potassium, and
sodium in various depths of some virgin peat soils / by Armi
Kaila^ Jaakko Kivekas.
10 p. ; 1956.
ID: 88503777
ZZ 1071 VERT FILE
From: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society of
Finland, 1956, 28, p. 237-247.
Miscellaneous pocosin peat deposits of North Carolina / by Roy
L. Ingram. - Chapel Hill, NC.: Univ. of N.C.
53 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88503098
ZZ 695 TECH REPT
Prepared for U.S. Department of Energy
Contract DE-AC18-79FC14693






Peat program: phase 1 environmental effects and preliminary
technology assessment / Minnesota. Department of Natural
Resources., Mo.) North Star Division. Midwest Research Institute
Kansas City, MO: North Star Division.
1 v. : illus. ; 1975.
ID: 88502631
ZZ 368 TECH REPT
High-BTU Gas From Peat—A Feasibility Study / Minnesota Gas
Company,. Institute of Gas Technology. - Chicago,. II.:
Institute of Gas Technol.
1 v. : illus. ; 1984.
ID: 88503031
ZZ 642 TECH REPT
- St. Paul,Fuel units and BTU content / by Roger A. Peterson.
Mn.: U. of Mn./Ag. Exp. Sta.
4 p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88504664
ZZ 1698 VERT FILE
Peat a major U.S. energy resource / by A. M. Rader. -
Minneapolis, Mn. : Minnesota Gas Company.
20 pp. ;.1977.
ID: 88504156
ZZ 1396 VERT FILE
For presentation at the 10-27-77 hearing on "Alternative Energy
Sources" by the House Committee on Science and Technology -
Sub-committee on Fossil and Nuclear Energy Research,. Development
and Demonstration
Calorie data for peat / by Lloyd. Wagner.
1 v. (looseleaf) ; n.d.
ID: 88505003
ZZ 1872 TECH REPT
PEAT—CARBOHYDRATE EXTRACTION
Peat: matter or energy? Torf:
by Charles H. Fuchsman.
10 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88503757
Rohstoff oder Energietrager? /
ZZ 1050 VERT FILE
Abstract in English; article in German.
From: Telma, Band 9^ Seite 75-85, Hannover, Nov 1979.
Carbohydrates in bog,, lake and rock deposits obtained in
sulfuric acid extracts and hyrolyzates / by F.M. Swain. -
Minneapolis, Mn. : Univ. of Mn.
2 p. : charts ; 1957.
ID: 88504045








The decomposition of peat measured by carbon dioxide evolved /
by Robert H. Bedford.
10 p.; 1929.
ID: 88503784
ZZ 1078 VERT FILE
Part of M.S. thesis,. University of Alberta, Edmonton, May 1928.
Describes experimental methods in some detail.
PEAT--CARBONIZATION
Peat a resource of the future —.teaching manual'/ by Alain
Belanger... [et al.]. - Riviere-du-Loup, Que., Can : Cen. de Re
115 p. : illus. ; 1988.
ID: 88503260
ZZ 768 TECH REPT
Carbonization and dewatering process / by William W. Bodle. —
s.l.. United States Patent Office.
7 p. : illus. ; 1986.
ID: 88502970




PDF large-scale industrial peat refining / JP-Energy Oy. -'
Helsinki, Finland : JP-Energy Oy.
6 p. : photos ; n.d.
ID: 88504009
ZZ 1278 VERT FILE
Publisher's announcement.
Wet carbonization of peat: state-of-the-art review / by Michael
C. Mensinger. - s.l.: s.n.
32 p. : illus. ; 1981?
ID: 88502643
ZZ 375 TECH KEPT
Wet carbonization of peat : state-of-the-art review / by Michael
C. Mensinger. - Chicago,. IL : Institute of Gas Tech.
32 p. : charts ; 1979.
ID: 88503869
ZZ 1148 VERT FILE
Experimental program for the development of peat gasification
High-pressure wet carbonization / Minnesota Gas Company,.
Institute of Gas Technology. - Washington, DC : U.S. Dept.
Energy.
45 p. : charts ; 1981.
(Interim report (Minneapolis, Mn. Minnesota Gas Company) ;
ID: 88504455







Peat for power / by Donald F. (Donald Frederick) Othmer^ 1904-.
- Brooklyn, N.Y. : Polytech. Institute /NY.
11 pp. ; 1977.
ID: 88504196
ZZ 1417 VERT FILE
Testimony before Congressional Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources, September 29, 1977.
PF—plant for industrial peat processing - Parainen,. Finland :
N^VIRC.
6 p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88504007
ZZ 1276 VERT FILE
Publisher's announcement.
Wet carbonized peat fuel and feedstock / by John W.. Rohrer. -
(Helsinki, Fin.: JP Energy OY).
22 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505065
ZZ 1912 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Finnish trade review : energy / The Finnish Foreign Trade
Association.. - Helsinki, Fin. : Fin. Foreign Trade Assn.
46 p. : photos ; 1985.
ID: 88504020
ZZ 1289 VERT FILE
PEAT--CAT ION EXCHANGE
The ion exchange and adsorption properties of peat at acid
conditions / by Martti Aho. - Jyvaskyla^ Finland : s.n.
73 p. : charts; 1984.
ID: 88503762
ZZ 1055 TECH REPT
Ph.D. Dissertation, 1984.
Biogeochemistry of Thoreau''s bog. Concord, Massachusetts / by
Harold F. Hemond.
20 p. : illus. ; 1980.
ID: 88503605
ZZ 925 VERT FILE
Reprint from: Ecological Monographs^ 50(4), 1980, pp. 507-526.
Chemistry of peats : the cation exchange capacity and properties
affecting it / by Brad S. Jones.
5 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88504052
ZZ 1322 VERT FILE





Metal ion exchange / by Robert H. Kadlec, Greq A. Keoleian.
Charles H. Fuchsman^ '' ~~~":1 "' "'"--——'
32 p. : charts ; 1986.
ID: 88504618
ZZ 1663 VERT FILE
Reprinted _f rom Fuchsman, C.H., Peat and Water. NY : Elsevier.
1986, p. 61—93.
On the^cation exchange capacity of peats and on ,the factors of
influence upon its formation / by Vil-io Puust^arvT
39 p. ; 1956. ' '~ --—-^——.
ID: 88503573
ZZ 900 VERT FILE
Reprj:nted from Acta Acriculturae Scandinavica, VI: 4, 1956,
On the factors^ resulting in uneven growth on reclaimed treeless
fen soil / by Viljo Puustjarvi.
19 pp. ; 1956.
ID: 88503601
ZZ 921 VERT FILE
Reprint from: Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica, VI: 1..1956.
On the colloidal nature of peat-forming mosses / by Viljo.
Puustjarvi.
(15 p.) ; (1955).
ID: 88503611
ZZ 931 VERT FILE
IS^..f^u^hi^5lrietatis zoolo^cae Botanicae Fenniacae
On the cation uptake mechanism of sphagnum mosses / by Vii-i<
Puustjarvi.
16 p. : charts ; 1959.
ID: 88503780
ZZ 1074 VERT FILE
From: The Journal^of the Scientific Agricultural Society of
Finland, Vol. 31: 103-119/1959.
On the cation uptake mechanism of sphagnum mosses / bv Vil-i<
Puustjarvi.
16 p. ; 1959.
ID: 88503792
ZZ 1086 VERT FILE
^rom:^The^Journa-Lof.,the sclentific Agricultural Society of
Finland, Vol 31: 103-119, 1959.
Sulfuric acid treatment of peat for cation exchange / bv E.F,
Smith... [et al. ] . - --—^,- , -^ „...
5 p. ; 1977.
ID: 88503971
ZZ 1240 VERT FILE




On the ion-exchange properties of peat. Part III : comparison
of the adsorption properties of peat moss and the effect / by
Jouni Tummavuorl.
4 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88504531
In: SUO, Vol. 34, No. 1, 1983, p. 13-16. Finnish with English
summary.
On the ion-exchange properties of peat. Part I : on the
adsorption of some divalent metal ions (Mn, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn^ Cd,
/ by Jouni Tummavuori^ Martti Aho.
6 p. : charts ; 1980.
ID: 88504553
ZZ 1614 VERT .FILE
From: Suo 31, 1980 (2-3): 45-51'.
On the ion exchange properties of peat. Part II : On the
adsorption of alkali, earth alkali, aluminium (III), chromium /
by Jouni Tummavuori, Martti Aho.
5 p. : charts ; 1980.
ID: 88504554
ZZ 1615 VERT FILE
From: Suo 31, 1980 (4): 79-83.
PEAT--CHEMICAL ASPECTS
Peat and muck in agriculture / by M. S. Anderscm. - Washington,
D.C.: USDA.
31 p. : (illus) ; 1951.
(Circular (United States. Department of Agriculture)/ 888)
ID: 88503088
ZZ 685 VERT FILE
Annotated bibliography of peat - s.l.:s.n.
6 pp. ; n. d.
ID: 88504153
ZZ 1393 VERT FILE
Peat a resource of the future -- teaching manual / by Alain
Belanger... [et al.]. - Riviere-du-Loup, Que., Can : Cen. de Re.
115 p. : illus. ; 1988. .
ID: 88503260
ZZ 768 TECH REPT
The classification and chemical properties of peat soils in
Finland / Bord Na Mona,. Erkki Kivinen, Ireland) International
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Commission. - St. Paul,, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept.Soils.
6 p. : charts ; 1956.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ; 6)
ID: 88504107
ZZ 1351 VERT FILE
Composition and fertilization of Alberta peats / by J.D. Newton.
7 p. : photos ; 1936. .
ID: 88503985
ZZ 1254 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Scientific Agriculture, 16:5,. Jan. 1936,
p.245-252.
Ammoniated peat / by Marian Niklewski. - Poland.
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Identification of lime-deficient peat soils in advance of field
trials / by Iver John Nygard^ 1903-. - Minneapolis : Burgess.
133 p. : ill. ; 1933.
ID: 88504386
ZZ 1522 .Al TECH KEPT
Thesis (Ph.D.)—Univ. of Minnesota,, 1933.
Forage fertilization on organic soils / by Michael. O'Leary. -
unpublished paper.
8 pl : charts ; 1975.
ID: 88503886
ZZ 1165 VERT FILE
Refertilization on nitrogen-rich pine swamps / by Eero
Paavilainen. - Helsinki,Finland: Inst. Forest. Fenniae.
23 p. : charts ; 1979.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 414)
ID: 88504672 —
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In Finnish with English abstract.
PK-fertilization on drained pine swamps in Lapland : preliminary
results / by Eero Paavilainen. - Helsinki, Finland: Inst.
Forest. Fenniae.
16 p. : charts ; 1978.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 343)
ID: 88504686
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In Finnish with English abstract.
On the effect of liming upon the thermal conditions of spaghnum
bog / by Yrjo. Pessi.
3 p. / 1959.
ID: 88504491
In; SUO, Vol. 10, No. 3, 1959, p. 46-48. Finnish with English
summary.
Preliminary field fertilization studies using European peat
products
5 p. : charts ; 1955.
ID: 88504126
ZZ 1370 VERT FILE
On the productivity of Molinia Bogs in arable farming / by
Viljo Puustjarvi.
4 p. : charts ; 1959.
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Effect of macronutrient fertilization on the structure and
nutrient content of pine needles on a drained short sedge bog /
by Hannu Raitio. - Helsinki, Finland: Inst. Forest.Fenniae.
10 p. : charts ; 1981.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 456)
ID: 88504689
ZZ 1723 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English abstract.
The soil moisture and cropping problem on peat and muck lands in
the Northern United States / by H. B. Roe. - Milwaukee, WI.:
USDA Soil Conserv. Serv.
(75 p.) : illus. ; 1943.
ID: 88503117
ZZ 714 VERT FILE
The preparation and application of peat fertilizers / by N. S.
Rozanor^ F. I. Vsenko. - Moscow, USSR : State Pub. for Agri. Lit
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Schoper.
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Thesis (M.S.)--University of Minnesota.
A report on soils and soil fertility / University of Minnesota.
Dept. of Soils. - St. Paul, MN : U of MN/Dept of Soils.
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The action of phosphate fertilization on the properties of a
peat soil humus / by Kalju Valdmaa.
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ID: 88503890
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Reprinted from Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica VIII: 3. 1958.
Organic fertilization of peatland forest / by Arvi Valmari.
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Uber die wirtschaftliche Bonitierung der Moore / by Arvi
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From: Suomen, Maataloustieteellisen Seuran Julkaisuja, 88.2,
Acta Agralia Fennica^ 1957.
Uber die edaphische bonitat van mooren Nordfinnlands / by Arvi
Valmari. - Helsinki, Finland : Hameenlinna.
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ID: 88504548
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From: Suomen Maataloustieteellisen Seuran Julkaisuja, 88.1, Acta
Agralia Fennica.
Dieback and fertilization on drained peatlands / by Heikki
Veijalainen.
6 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88504539
In: SUO, Vol 26, No. 5/ 1975, p. 87-92. Finnish with English
summary.
Usability of some micronutrient fertilizers in peatland forests
report basing on needle analysis / by Heikki Veijalainen. -
Helsinki,. Finland : Inst.Forestale Fenniae.
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(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 443)
ID: 88504671
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In Finnish with English abstract.
Long-term responses of Scots Pine to micronutrient fertilization
on acid peat soil / by Heikki Veijalainen. - Helsinki,. Finland:
Inst. Forest.Fenniae.
15 p. : charts ; 1981.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 477)
ID: 88504687
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In Finnish with English abstract.
Fertilization of small grains on organic soils / by Tim Wagar.
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Greenhouse plant uptake tests summary / by J.W. Chapman, Iron
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U of MN Dept of Soils.
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(Report (Univ. of Mn. Dept. of Soils) ; 16)
ID: 88503788
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Greenhouse regression experiment / by James C. Chapman,, Iron
Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul, Mn.
Univ. of Mn./Dept.Soils.
9 p. : charts ; 1957.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
15)
ID: 88504113
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Preparation of peat composts / by Alfred P. (Alfred Paul)
Dachnowski-Stokes, 1875-1949. - Washington, D.C. : U.S. Dept.
of Agriculture.
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ID: 88503496
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Some factors and their interactions affecting the yield of sweet
corn grown on organic soil / by J.F. Davis.
8 p. ; 1952.
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Reprinted from the Quarterly Bulletin of the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station^ Michigan State College, East
Lansing, Vol. 34, No. 3, P. 253-261, February 1952.
The nutrition of muck crops / by Paul M. Harmer, 1888-,
American Potash Institute. - [Wash., D.C. American Potash
Institute.
[16] p. illus. tables ; 1941.
ID: 88503526
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Caption title.
Reprinted from Better crops with plant food magazine.
Effects of applying common salt to a muck soil on the yield,
composition^ and quality of certain vegetable crops and on / by
Paul M. Harmer^ 1888-, Erwin J. Benne.
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ID: 88503783
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Reprinted from Journal of the American Society of Agronomy^ Vol
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fertilizer and gibberellic acid on the growth and nitrogen
conten / by Harvey P. Hermanson^ Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-,
Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul,
MN : U of MN, Dept of Soils.
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(Report (Univ. of Mn. Dept. of Soils) ; 21)
ID: 88503815
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Greenhouse fertilization studies using Minnesota and European
peat and coal products / by Harvey P. Hermanson^ Iron Range
Resources and Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul,. MN : U of
MN, Dept of Soils.
3 p. ; 1957.
(Report (Univ. of Mn. Dept. of Soils) ; 14)
ID: 88503816
ZZ 1102 VERT FILE
Bibliography on the use of ammoniated coal and peat as
fertilizer / by Harvey P. Hermanson. - Commonwealth Bureau of
Soils.
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ID: 88504362
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Fertilizing value of "Huleh" peat / by S. Hurwitz... [et al.]. -
Rehovot, Israel : Ag. Research Station.
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ID: 88504419
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From Materiae Vegetabiles, Vol II, No. 1, 1955.
Influence of lime and fertilizers upon the mineralization of
peat nitrogen in incubation experiments / by Armi Kaila.
16 p. ; 1954.
ID: 88503567
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Reprinted from The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland (Maataloustieteellinen Aikakauskirja) , 26, 1954,
79-95.
Effect of application of lime and fertilizers on cultivated peat
soil / by Armi Kaila.
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Reprinted from the Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
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soil / by Armi Kaila.
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ID: 88503582
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Reprinted from The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, Vol. 30: 213-222, 1958.
Accumulation of fertilizer phosphorus in peat soils / by Armi
K ila. • • '.
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ID: 88503583
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Reprinted from The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, Vol. 28, 1956, p. 168-17.8.
Phosphorus in various depths of some virgin peat lands / by
Armi Kaila.
15 pp. ; 1956.
ID: 88503600
ZZ 920 VERT FILE
Reprint from: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, Vol. 28, p. 90 - 104, 1956.
Influence of lime and fertilizers upon the mineralization of
peat nitrogen in incubation experiments / by Armi Kaila, Sylvi
Soini, Erkki Kivinen.
16 p. ; 1954.
ID: 88503775
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From: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society of
Finland, 1954, 26, 79-95.
Observations on the mobilization of peat nitrogen in incubation
experiments / by Jaakko Kivekas, Erkki Kivinen.
14 pp. ; 1959.
ID: 88503599
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Reprint from: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, Vol 31: 268-281, 1959.
Horticultural flower growth studies using Minnesota and European
peat products / by R. Larson. . . [et al. ] . -St. Paul, Mn. :
Univ. of Mn./Dept.Soils.
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(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
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Dynamics of the moisture content of soil after addition of
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From: Trudy Instituta Torfa. Akademiya Nauk BSSR, Vol. 8:
332-342, 1959. Translated from Russian IPST Cat. No. 1982.
Estimation of nitrogen efficacy in experimental peat-based
products from plant response by asymptotic regression /
Minnesota. Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board. - St.
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ID: 88503744
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Report No. 20^ Dept. of Soils, Institute of Agriculture^ . Univ. of
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Peat fertilization & peat fertilizers / by N.I. Morgunow,
International Peat Society,. International Peat Congress (2nd :
1963 : Leningrad). - Leningrad^ USSR: Internat. Peat Society.
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ID: 88503529
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Three documents: 1)Production of peat fertilizers at industrial
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effectiveness; 3) Committee for scientific research: use of
peat in the production of fertilizers.
Process for producing granular compound fertilizer / by Shigeru
Nagasawa. - Washington, D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
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Preliminary field residual fertilization studies using European
pea-t products / by Wallace W. Nelson/ Iron Range Resources and
Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul,Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept.
Soils.
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(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
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Preliminary field fertilization studies of peat products as
fertil'.izer / by Wallace W. Nelson,- Iron Range Resources and
Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul, Mn. : Univ. of
Mn./Dept.Soils.
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(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ; 12)
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How fertilizers affect soil organic matter / by C.J. Overdahl. -
Mpls: Univ of Minnesota,. Ag Ext.
1 p. ; 1972.
ID: 88503495
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Method of making a granulated peat fertilizer / by Robert
Wilson Palmer. - Washington, D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
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Fertilization of sphagnum bogs, on the basis of certain field
experiments at Leteensuo / by Yrjo Pessi.
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Reprint from: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, Vol 32: 144-157, 1960.
Chemical products from peat project : Memoranda of information
gathered in European laboratories,. March to August 1954 / by
Edgar L. Piret. - Minneapolis, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Chem Eng.
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ID: 88504450
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On the factors resulting in uneven growth on reclaimed treeless
fen soil / by Viljo Puustjarvi.
19 pp. ; 1956.
ID: 88503601
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Reprint from: Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica^ VI: 1. 1956.
The utilization of Huleh peat for fertilizer manufacture / by S.
Ravikovitch, K. Schallinger. - Rehovot, Israel: State of
Israel/Ag Exp.
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Humus und Humusdungung / by Fritz Scheffer^ Bernhard Ulrich. -
Stuttgart, Germany: Ferninand Enkeverlag.
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Minnesota and European peat products for turf fertilization / by
Lean C. (Lean Carleton) Snyder^ 1908-... [et al.]. - St. Paul,
Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept. Soils.
6 p. : charts ; 1957.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
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Minnesota and European peat products for turf fertilization / by
R.J. Stadtherr, Lean C. (Lean Carleton) Snyder, 1908-, Iron
Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul, Mn.
Univ: 'of Mn./Dept. Soils .
19 p. : graphs ; 1958.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
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ID: 88504118
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The action of phosphate fertilization on the properties of a
peat soil humus / by Kalju Valdmaa.
9 p. ; 1958.
ID: 88503779
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From: Acta Agriculturae Scandinavica^ VIII: 3. 1958.
PEAT--FIELD NOTES
Peat research: field notes of Rouse Farnham / by Rouse Smith
Farnham, 1918-.
ID: 88505086
ZZ 1933 TECH REPT
Includes data from greenhouse studies.
PEAT--FILLER
Peat as a filler for aqueous phenolic adhesive compositions / by
George S. Wilson. - Washington,. D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
4 p. ; 1966.
ID: 88502695







Monitoring soil and vegetation on a peat filter bed used for
treatment of campground sewage affluent / by Don Howard.
Boelter, Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-.
13 pp. ; 1973.
ID: 88503672
ZZ 978 VERT FILE
4300 Watershed Management Research, FS-NC-1602 (73-2)
Use of organic soils for wastewater filtration /by Rouse Smith
Farnham, 1918-. - Madison, Wi.: Soil Sci. Soc. of Amer.
8 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88503641
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Reprinted from Histosols: Their Characteristics, Use, and
Classification.
Treatment of wastes using peat and peat in combination with
soil. / by Rouse Smith Farnham^ 1918-. - St. Paul, MN: U of MN,
Soil Science Dept.
3 p. ; 1971.
ID: 88503666
ZZ 972 VERT FILE
F.W.Q.A. Project No. 17050 EAN Quarterly Report - Oct-Dec, 1970.
The potential of peat for pollution abatement / by Badie Alfred
Jaouich, Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul, MN:Univ. of
Minnesota.
24 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88503678
ZZ 983 VERT FILE
Method and apparatus for filtering out solid particles from a
gas with peat litter / by Christer Kihlstrom. - Washington^
D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
6 p. illus. ; 1979.
ID: 88502713
ZZ 420 VERT FILE
Added entry:
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Effectiveness of a peat-land filter for treatment of secondary
sewage effluent / by Dale S. Nichols^ Don Howard Boelter, Rouse
Smith Farnham^ 1918-. - Grand Rapids, MN:U.S.D.A. Forest Service
29 pp. ; n.d.
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The use of peat filter beds for wastewater renovation at forest
recreation areas / by Harry A. Parrott, Don Howard Boelter. -
s.l.: s.n.
17 pp. ; 1977.
ID: 88503741
ZZ 1038 VERT FILE
Presented at a symposium on Municipal Wastewater and Sludge
Recycling on Forest Land and Disturbed Land, March 21-21, 1977,.
Philadelphia, PA
Peat as filtering material for small purifikation plants / by
Time Ronkainen.
3 p. : charts ; 1965.
ID: 88503951
ZZ 1221 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Vesitalous, Vol. 6, No. 2, 1965, p. 11-13.
English summary.
Some basic principles for peat filter beds
2 p. ; n.d.
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ZZ 1364 VERT FILE
Specifications for a peat filter system : Highway Rest Stop - I
90
3 p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88504359
ZZ 1505 VERT FILE
PEAT--FUEL
Anaerobic fermentation of ORF WETOXR peat pressate for the
production of methane / ADI Limited,, Peat Energy Program
(Canada). - Halifax,. N.S. : National Research Council.
112 p. : ill. ; 1984, 1985.
ID: 88502774
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Production of fuel grade peat at First Colony Farms, Inc. / by
A.B. Alien. - Creswell, N.C. : First Colony Farms, Inc.
16 p. : charts ; 1977.
ID: 88503811
ZZ 1097 VERT FILE
Fuel peat in developing countries / Bord Na Mona. - Washington,
D.C., U.S.A. : World Bank.
146 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. ; 1985.
(World Bank technical paper, 0253-7494 ; no. 41)
ID: 88504573 ISBN/ISSN: 0821305379





Peat for fuel : development pushed by Big Corporate Farm in
Carolina / by Luther J. Carter.
2 p. ; 1978.
ID: 88503934
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A study of the use of peat as a fuel in Ireland / by Kevin
Doyle. - St. Paul,. Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept. Soils.
27 p. : photos, charts ; 1978. . •
ID: 88504128
ZZ 1372 VERT FILE
Potential of peat for fuel / by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. -
St. Paul, MN:Univ. of MN.
28 pp. ; 1974.
ID: 88503728 . . .
ZZ 1027 VERT FILE
Substituting peat for fuel oil in an industrial steam boiler /
by Kalevi Leppa. - (Bellevue, Washington : EKONO Inc.).
7 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505064
ZZ 1911 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,
Dec. 1-3,. 1980,. Arlington,, Va.
Development of conceptual designs for peat production systems /
by Jonathan Ludlow, Peter deBakker. - Washington^ DC : US
Dept. of Energy.
471 p. : charts ; 1982.
ID: 88504413
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#DOE-8045.
The United States Department of Energy peat development program
/ by Frank J. Mangan. - St. Paul, Mn.: U of Mn,, College of Agri
14 p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88503825
ZZ 1111 VERT FILE
Presented for review to the Academic Enrichment and Honors
Program Committee, Coll-ege of Agriculture^ University of
Minnesota.
Commercial use of peat for fuel: an overview / by Michael C.
Mensinger, Institute of Gas Technology. - Chicago, IL :
Institute of Gas Tech.
[20] p. : charts ; n.d.
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Economic feaasibility of peat as a power plant fuel / Minnesota.
Dept. of Economic Development. - s.l.:MN Dept. of Economic
Development.
44 pp. ; 1974.
ID: 88503735
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Proposed demonstration program presented to: Upper Great Lakes
Regional Commission, Washington, D.C.
Utilizing peat as a fuel : feasibility study for'the Department
of Natural Resources State of Minnesota / Minnesota. Department
of Natural Resources. - Bellevue, Wa. : Ekono, Inc.
28 p. : charts, graphs ; 1977.
ID: 88503972
ZZ 1241 VERT FILE • .
Feasibility Study: UE-68380.
Evaluation of the potential of peat in .Ontario : energy and
non-energy uses / Monenco Consultants'.^ Ontario. Ministry of
Natural Resources. - Toronto, Ont. : Ministry of Natural Reso.
193 p. : ill. ; 30 cm. ; 1981.
(Occasional paper (Ontario. Ministry of Natural Resources) ; 7)
ID: 88504911 ISBN/ISSN: 0774368101
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Bibliography: p. 190-193.
Analyses of Canadian coals and peat fuels. With appendix
containing supplementary coal ash chemical analyses. / by Jasper
Henry Hume Nicolls^ 1886-^ Canada. Department of Mines and
Technical Surveys, Mines Branch. - Ottawa, E. Cloutier, Queens
Printer.
409 p. ; 1985
ID: 88504574
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Unfinished newspaper article.
Peat fuel potential - s.l.: s.n..
14 pp. / n.d.
ID: 88503731 -
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Review Draft—no date, author, etc. listed
Peat production costs
5 p. : tables, charts ; n.d.
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Production of milled peat
40 p. : photos ; 1946.
ID: 88503871
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Extract from "The Peat Fuel Industry of Sweden 1940-1946": Chap
4.
Commercialization of peat as a.fuel / by Inc. SPM Group. -
Englewood^ Co. : SPM Group,. -Inc.
8 p. : photos ; n.d.
ID: 88503867
ZZ 1146 VERT FILE
Proposed demonstration program on peat as a power plant fuel :
phase I - feasibility study (Preliminary) / Upper Great Lakes
Regional Commission (U.S.)... [et al. ] . — Minneapolis, Mn. :
Midwest Research Inst.
20 p. : charts ; 1976.
ID: 88504428
ZZ 1562 VERT FILE
Peat resources of Newfoundland with emphasis on its use for fuel
/ by E. Doyle. Wells... [et al. ] . - St. Johns, Nfld. : Nfld
Forest Res Ctr.
16 p. : charts ; 1980.
ID: 88503828
ZZ 1114 VERT FILE
PEAT--GASIFICATION
Experimental program for the development of peat gasification:
process designs and cost estimates... / by J. L. Arora... [et
al.]. - Chicago, II. : Inst. of Gas Technology.
42 p. : charts ; 1990.
ID: 88504823
ZZ 373.5 TECH REPT
Interim report no. 8.
The Primary conversion of peat via direct hydrogenolysis using
syngas and pyrolysis under reduced pressure / by Esteban
Chornet. - (Sherbrooke,. Quebec: Univ. of Sherbrooke.
26 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505041
ZZ 1888 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative^





Conversion of Hula peat to oil and gas - Jerusalem,, Is. : The
Hebrew University.
6 p. ; 198?
ID: 88505043
ZZ 1890 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Electrochemical gasfication of peat / by Robert W. Coughlin. -
(Storrs, Conn. : Univ. of Connecticut).
.9 p. ; 198?
ID: 88505062
ZZ 1909 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative^
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Peat gasification pilot plant program / Institute of Gas
Technology. - Chicago,. II.: Instityte of Gas Tech.
1983.
ID: 88502239
ZZ 270 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Gas Research Institute.
2. United States. Department of Energy.
Experimental program for the development of peat gasification:
Monthly status report / Institute of Gas Technology., Minnesota
Gas Company. - Chicago, II.: Inst. of Gas Tech.
1982.
ID: 88502638
ZZ 373 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Project 65003
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Experimental program for the development of peat gasification:
Single-stage fluidized-bed gasification tests / Institute of Gas
Technology, Minnesota Gas Company. - Chicago,, II.: Inst. of
Gas Technology.
92 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88502639
ZZ 373.1 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Interim report no. 12
Feedstock Characteristics and Preparation for Peat Gasification
/ Institute of Gas Technology. - Chicago,. II.: Insitute of Gas
Technol.
1 v. : ill. ; 1981.
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Peat: a major energy resource to meet U.S. clean fuels needs /
Institute of Gas Technology. - Chicago, IL.:Institute of Gas
Technology.
18 p. (illus) ; n.d.
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The Sixth International FPRS Industrial Wood Energy Forum ' 82 /
International FPRS Industrial Wood Energy Forum 82 (6th : 1982
Washington), Doris. Robertson, Forest Products Research
Society. - Madison, WI : Forest Products Research S.
2 v. , 462 p. : ill. ; 1983.
ID: 88501378 ISBN/ISSN: 0840329946
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Single-stage gasification / by Francis S. Lau, Institute of Gas
Technology., VA) Symposium On Peat As An Energy Alternative II
(1981) : Arlington. - Chicago, IL : Inst of Gas Technology.
12 p. : charts ; 1981.,.
ID: 88503813
ZZ 1099 VERT FILE
Gasification of peat — a literature review / by Eero
Leppamaki, Dan Asplund, Erkki Ekman. - Helsinki, Finland: Tech
Research Centre.
56 p. : diagrams ; 1976.
(Report (Finland. Fuel & Lubricant Research Laboratory) ; 11)
ID: 88503902 ISBN/ISSN: 951-38-0411-9
ZZ 1180 TECH REPT
Recent technologies in the use of peat : reports of the
international symposium of Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Moor- und T
/ by Gerd Luttig^ Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Moor- und
Torfkunde, International Peat Society. Section II. - Stuttgart
E. Schweizerbart'sche Verlag.
. 223 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. ; 1983.
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Economic effects of Minnesota peatland development / by Patrick
D. Meagher.
40 p. : map ; 1979.
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HD1761 .M5 TECH REPT
Planning document on peat development in Minnesota / by
North Star Division. Midwest Research Institute (Kansas City. -
Kansas City,. Mo.: North Star Division.
26 p. ; 1975.
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Socioeconomic impact study: a preliminary assessment of
Minnegasco's proposed peat gasification project / by Center
for Peat Research Midwest Research Institute (Minnetonka)
Minnesota Gas Company. - Minnetonka^ MN.:Midwest Res. Institute
72 p. : (illus) ; 1977.
ID: 88503107
ZZ 704 TECH REPT
The Minnesota alternative energy research and development policy
formulation project / Minnesota Energy Agency'. Research"
Division. - St. Paul, Mn.: Minn. Energy Agency.
37 p. : ill. ; 1978.
ID: 88502630
ZZ 367 TECH REPT
High-BTU Gas From Peat—A Feasibility Study / Minnesota Gas
Company,, Institute of Gas Technology. - Chicago, II.:
Institute of Gas Technol.
1 v. : illus. ; 1984.
ID: 88503031
ZZ 642 TECH REPT
A proposal to demonstrate the technical and economic feasibility
of producing low BTU gas by gasifying peat and biomass cr /
Minnesota. Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board. -
3.1.: IRRRB.
61 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88503732
ZZ 1030 VERT FILE
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2 p. ; 1958.
ID: 88503933
ZZ 1203 VERT FILE
Post-boreal pollen-diagrams from Irish raised-bogs / by G. F.
Mitchell.
66 p. : charts, photos ; 1956.
ID: 88504563
ZZ 1627 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy,. Vol.
57, Section B, No. 14, p. 185-251.
Bogs of the Quetico-Superior country tell its forest history /
by J.E. Potzger^ President's Quetico-Superior Committee. -
Chicago, II. : President's Quetico Comm.
26 p. : photos ; 1950.
ID: 88504345
ZZ 1493 VERT FILE
Brochure.
Nineteen bogs from southern Quebec / by John E. Potzger.
18 p. : charts ; 1953.
ID: 88504643
ZZ 1677 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Canadian Journal of Botany^ 31 : p. 383-401.
Progress report on organic terrain studies / by Norman W.
Radforth, National Research Council of Canada. Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics. - Ottawa, On. : National
Research Council.
17 p. : charts ; 1950.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 16)
ID: 88504093
ZZ 1349 TECH REPT
Contents: Pollen analysis of peat underlying a treeless heath
area in the forest - tundra transition near Churchill, Manitoba;
Plants in the royal botanical gardens herbarium collected at
Churchill.
Pollen stratigraphy and peat petrography of a tree island in the
Okefenokee swamp / by Frederick J. Rich, Arthur D. Cohen.
1 p. ; 1976.
ID: 88503979
ZZ 1248 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Geol. Soc. America Abst. with Prog., v. Q, no.
6, pp. 1067-68, 1976.
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
PEAT--POLLUTION
History of particulate atmospheric pollution from magnetic
measurements in dated Finnish peat profiles / by F. Oldfield,
Kimmo Tolonen, R. Thompson. - Liverpool, UK : Univ. of
Liverpool.
4 p. : maps ; [1978].
ID: 88503957
ZZ 1305 VERT FILE
Documentation not clear.
PEAT--POLLUTION ABATEMENT
The potential of peat for pollution abatement / by Badie Alfred
Jaouich^ Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul,, MN:Univ. of
Minnesota.
24 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88503678
ZZ 983 VERT FILE . •
PEAT--POT PLANTS
Greenhouse regression experiment / by James C. Chapman, Iron
Range Resources and Rehabilitation Commission. - St. Paul, Mn.
Univ. of Mn./Dept.Soils.
9 p. : charts ; 1957.
. (Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Acrriculture) ;15)' ' ' ---~"' —--''—'- — ".——— .
ID: 88504113
ZZ 1357 VERT FILE
Agricultural reclamation of peatlands : final report / by Rouse
Smith Farnham, 1918-... [et al.]. - [St. Paul] : Minnesota
Department of Nat.
70 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. ; 1979.
ID: 88502437
S599.M6 F37 TECH REPT
Agricultural reclamation of peatlands: progress report no. 2 /
by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul, MNrUniv. of MN, Soil
Sci. Dept.
7 pp. / 1978.
ID: 88504185
ZZ 1408 VERT FILE
Progress report no. 2, submitted to Dept. of Natural Resources,
State of Minnesota
Further greenhouse fertilization studies using Minnesota and
European peat products - St. Paul, Mn. : Univ. of.Mn./Dept.
Soils. - ' "
5 p. : charts^ photos ; 1956.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Aariculture) ;
ID:-88504108 ^ ---- -—---„.^ ^- .^^^^^^^^^. ,





Potting soil mixtures containing peat / Iron Range Resources and
Rehabilitation Commission, Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St.
Paul, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept.Soils.
5 p. : charts ; 1957.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
19)
ID: 88504117
ZZ 1361 VERT FILE
Horticultural flower growth studies using Minnesota and European
peat products / by R. Larson... [et al.]. - St. Paul, Mn. :
Univ. of Mn./Dept.Soils.
6 p. : photos ; 1957.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
13)
ID: 88504112
ZZ 1356 VERT FILE
Artificial growing mixtures for the production of greenhouse
tomatoes, vegetable and bedding plants and pot plants / by J.A.
Martin,. T.L. Senn. - Clemson, SC: Clemson U/SC Ag Exp Station.
[60] p. : charts ; 1966.
(Research series (Clemson Univ. S. Carolina Ag. Exp. Station) ;
92)
ID: 88503875
ZZ 1154 VERT FILE
Torfkultur und Torf-Kutur-Substrate / by F. Penningsfeld.
32 p. : photos ; [1956].
ID: 88504774
ZZ 1780 VERT FILE
An evaluation of the response of tomato plants to different
brands and shapes of peat pots / by John D. Ridley, B. J.
Skelton,. E. T. Sims. - Clemson,. S.C. : Clemson Univ./Ag.Exp.Sta
11 p. : charts ; 1966.
(Research series (South Carolia. Clemson University) ; 89)
ID: 88504402
ZZ 1538 VERT FILE
Soil mixes using peat
[25] p. : graphs ; n.d.
ID: 88504116











A successful co-operative experiment on a potash-hungry peat of
doubtful lime requirement / by F. J. (Frederick James) Alway,
1874-, P.R. McMiller, C.O. Rost. - St. Paul, Mn. : U. of Mn./Ag.
Exp. Sta.
15 p. : charts ; 1920.
(Paper (University of Minnesota. Agricultural Exp. Station) ;
224)
ID: 88504028
ZZ 1297 VERT FILE.
Distribution of extractable calcium^ magnesium, potassium, and
sodium in various depths of some virgin peat soils / by Armi
Kaila, Jaakko Kivekas.
10 p. ; 1956.
ID: 88503777
ZZ 1071 VERT FILE
From: The Journal of the Scientific ^Agricultural Society of
Finland, 1956, 28, p. 237-247.
Distribution of extractable calcium^ magnesium,. potassium^ and
sodium in various depths of some virgin peat soils / by Armi
Kaila, Jaakko Kivekas.
10 p. : charts ; 1956.
ID: 88503924
ZZ 1202 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, 1956, 28, p. 237-247.
PK-fertilization on drained pine swamps in Lapland : preliminary
results / by Eero Paavilainen. - Helsinki,. Finland: Inst.
Forest. Fenniae.
16 p. : charts ; 1978.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 343)
ID: 88504686
ZZ 1720 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English abstract.
PEAT--PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
Scottish peat : second report of the Scottish Peat Committee /
Agriculture and Fisheries For Scotland, Scottish Peat
Committee. - Edinburgh, Sco.:,Her Majesty's Stat. Off.
221 p. : charts, photos ; 1962.
ID: 88504466
ZZ 1593 MONOGRAPH
Peatland energy options : systems analysis : technical
supplement to Energy from peatlands : options and impacts / by
Roger G. Aiken^ Douglas S. Wilson^ University of Minnesota.
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs. - Minneapolis, Minn. :
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs.
31 p. : charts ; 1982.
ID: 88501400




Fuel peat in developing countries / Bord Na Mona. - Washington,
D.C., U.S.A. : World Bank.
146 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. / 1985.
(World Bank technical paper, 0253-7494 ; no. 41)
ID: 88504573 ISBN/ISSN: 0821305379
HD9559.P5 D474 1985 MONOGRAPH
Device for the dewatering of naturally moist lump peat / by
Hugo. Britachgi. - s.l.. United States Patent'Office.
6 p. : ill. ; 1983.
ID: 88502972




The Primary conversion of peat via direct hydrogenolysis using
syngas and pyrolysis under reduced pressure / by Esteban
Chornet. - (Sherbrooke, Quebec: Univ. of Sherbrooke.
26 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505041
ZZ 1888 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative^
Dec. l-3r 1980, Arlington, Va.
Apparatus for solubilizing and oxidizing of peat / by Carl L.
Elmore. - Washington^ D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
11 p. illus. ; 1982.
ID: 88502721
ZZ 428 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 4,365,974
Method of dewatering a cake of biomass / by Sture Eriksson. -
s.l.^ United States Patent Office.
11 p. : ill. ; 1985.
ID: 88502976










Peat extrusion apparatus / by Michael Finan.
States Patent Office.
6 p. : illus. ; 1985.
ID: 88502971












Peat and bioenergy / Finnish Foreign Trade Association. -
Espoo, Finland : Finnish Foreign Trade.
32 p. : photos ; 1983.
ID: 88504027
ZZ 1296 VERT FILE
Peat: matter or energy? Torf: Rohstoff oder Energietrager? /
by Charles H. Fuchsman.
10 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88503757
ZZ 1050 VERT FILE
Abstract in English; article in German.
From: Telma, Band 9, Seite 75-85, Hannover, Nov 1979.
Method of separating peat into fibrous substance and humic
substance / by M. Hirota. - Washington, D.C. : U.S Patent Office
5 p./ 'illus. ; 1971.
ID: 88502698
ZZ 405 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 3,603,643
Perspective on peat / by E. Hjalmarson, Ltd. International
Peatco. - Chilliwack, B.C. : Int. Peatco LTD.
10 p. : photos ; [1979].
ID: 88504026
ZZ 1295 VERT FILE
PDF large-scale industrial peat refining / JP-Energy Oy. -
Helsinki, Finland .:- JP-Energy Oy.
6 p. : photos ; n.d.
ID: 88504009
ZZ 1278 VERT FILE
Publisher's announcement.
Process for bleaching peat moss and resulting product / by Jean
Marc Lalancette. - Washington,. D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
9 p. : illus. ; 1979.
ID: 88502714
ZZ 421 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 4,170,515
Recent technologies in the use of peat : reports of the
international symposium of Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Moor- und T
/ by Gerd Luttig, Deutsche Gesellschaft fur Moor- und
Torfkunde^ International Peat Society, Section II. - Stuttgart
E. Schweizerbart'sche Verlag.
223 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. ; 1983.
ID: 88501416 ISBN/ISSN: 3510651154






A report on European peat technology for Peat program-phase 1 /
by North Star Division, Center for Midwest Research
Institute (Kansas City) - Minneapolis : the Institute.
48 p. : ill., maps ; 1976.
ID: 88501331
TN837 .M5 TECH REPT
Peat production costs
5 p. : tables, charts ; n.d.
ID: 88503973
ZZ 1242 VERT FILE
Documentation not available.
PF--plant for industrial peat processing - Parainen, Finland :
N^VIRC.




Report of progress in peat development / by Clayton E. Plummer,
Minnesota. Iron Range Resources and Rehabilitation Board. - St
Paul,. Minn.^ Office of the Commissioner.
142 p. : illus. ; 1948.
ID: 88501334
T.N837 .P8 TECH REPT
Wet carbonized peat fuel and feedstock / by John W. Rohrer. -
(Helsinki, Fin.: JP Energy OY).
22 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505065
ZZ 1912 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Agglomeration and extraction of peat moss / by Maurice R. J.
Ruel. - Washington^ D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
8 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88502706
ZZ 413 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 3,844,759
Process for recovery of resins,. waxes, and oils from peat / by
Ernest J. Schabelitz. - Washington^ D.C.: U.S. Patent Office.
3 p. ; 1954.
ID: 88502693


















Proceedings of the U. S. Department of Energy [...] Technical
Contractors' Conference on Peat/ Sponsored by the U.S. Dep /
Technical Contractors' Conference on Peat. - McLean, VA:
UOP,Inc. System Development.
4 v. ; 1980, 1981.
ID: 88501418
TP340 .T4 TECH REPT
Proceedings of the U.S. Department of Energy (...) Technical
Contractors' Conference on Peat/ Sponsored by the U.S. Dept /
Technical Contractors' Conference on Peat. - McLean, Va.: UOP,
Inc. System Develop.
1 v. ; 1982.
ID: 88502950
TP340 .T4 1982 TECH REPT
Technology of hydropeat / by M.A. Vetler. - Moscow :
Gosvdarstvennoe EnergeticheskoQ. .-





A survey of cutover peats and underlying mineral soils,. Bord Na
Mona CNOC Dioluin group / by T. A. Barry, M. L. Carey, R. F.
Hammond. - County Kildare^ Ire. : Bord Na Mona.
141 p. : maps, charts ; 1973.
(Soil survey bulletin (Co. Kildare, Ire. Bord Na Mona) ; 30)
ID: 88504564
ZZ 1628 MONOGRAPH
Gives summary of analytical methods used in study and list of
references to analytical methods.
Organic soils tour from Winnipeg to Vancouver August 14th to
26th, 1967 / by J.S. Clayton... [et al.]. - Saskatchewan:
Inst. of Pedology.
74 p. : charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504396
ZZ 1532 VERT FILE
Organic soils of Manitoba / by H. J. Hortie, R. E. Smith, A.
Russel. - Winnipeg, MB. : Manitoba Soil Survey.
100 p. : maps, charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504645







Some peat bog profiles on the lower St. Lawrence river and Lake
St. John regions in Quebec / by R.R. McKibbin^ H.J. Atkinson,.
C.S. Boone.
7 p. ; 1936.
ID: 88503785
ZZ 1079 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Scientific Agriculture 16:6. Jan 1936.
The development of sphagnum bogs in the San Juan Islands / by
George B. Rigg, Carl T. Richardson.
12 p. : charts ; 1934.
ID: 88503984
ZZ 1253 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the American Journal of Botany, 21: 610-622, Dec.,
1934.




In: SUO, Vol. 26, No. 5, 1975, p. 83-87. Finnish with English
summary.
Organic soils tour British Columbia section August 1967 / by
J.I. Sneddon, National Soil Survey Committee of Canada.^ H.A.
Luttmerding. - Vancouver,B.C. :B.C. Dept. of Agriculture.
48 p. : charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504397
ZZ 1533 TECH REPT
PEAT—PROGRAM
The Minnesota Peat Program / by Dennis Asmussen. - St. Paul,
Mn. : Dept. of Nat. Resources.
9 p. ; 198?
ID: 88505080
ZZ 1927 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative^
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Ecological and floristic studies of the Red Lake peatland :
final report to Peat Pj?ogram, Minnesota Dep. of Nat. Res. / by
Eville. Gorham, H. E. Wright, Minnesota Peat Program.. - [St.
Paul] : The Dept.
195 p. : ill., maps ; 1979.
ID: 88504709

















DOE peat program / by Melvyn Kopstein. - Washington, D.C. :
U.S. Dept. of Energy.
5 p. ; 198?
ID: 88505079
ZZ 1926 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Final report on peat program: phase 1. Environmental effects
and preliminary technology assessment / Midwest Research.
Institute. - Minneapolis, MN:Midwest Research Inst.
132 p. ; n.d.
ID: 88503298
ZZ 376 TECH REPT
Minnesota peat program final report / Minnesota. Division of.
Minerals. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : The Division.
237 p. : ill., maps ; 1981.
ID: 88501410
TP340 .M66 1981 TECH REPT
The Peat development program : a six-month progress report /
Minnesota. Division of Minerals. - [St. Paul, Minn.] :
Minnesota Dept. of Nat. Res.
11 leaves ; 28 cm. ; 1984.
ID: 88501973
TN840.U5 P428 TECH REPT
Title from cover.
Minnesota Peat Program Publications
5 p. ; n. d.
ID: 88502978
ZZ 621 REF
- s. 1. , s. n
Minnesota peat program : policy recommendations / Minnesota
Department of Natural Resources. - St. Paul, Mn. : Mn. Dept. of
Nat. Res.
37 p. ; 1981.
ID: 88504344
ZZ 1492 TECH KEPT
Peat program : 1978-1979 biennium legislative appropriation /
Minnesota. Department of Natural Resources. - St. Paul, Mn. :
Dept. of Nat. Resources.







Peat program: phase 1 environmental effects and preliminary
technology assessment / Minnesota. Department of Natural
Resources', North Star Division. Midwest Research Institute
(Kansas City) - Kansas City, MO.: North Star Division.
1 v. : illus. ; 1975.
ID: 88502631
ZZ 368 TECH REPT
Peat program - phase II : progress report no. 2 /Minnesota.
Department of Natural Resources., Upper Great Lakes Regional
Commission (U.S.). - St. Paul,Mn.: Mn. Dept. of Nat. Resource.
27 p. : charts ; 1977.
ID: 88504414
ZZ 1549 TECH REPT
September 1, 1977 - December 31, 1977.
Minnesota's energy peat development programs / by RonaldD.
Visness, Philip F. Pippo^ Minnesota. Department of Natural
Resources. - St. Paul, Minn. : Minnesota Dept. of Nat.
17 p. : ill., maps ; 1985.
ID: 88501349
TN840.U5 V57 1985 TECH REPT ; .
PEAT--PROPERTIES
The ion exchange and adsorption properties of peat at acid
conditions 7 by Martti Aho. - Jyvaskyla^ Finland : s.n..
73 p. : charts ; 1984.
ID: 88503762
ZZ 1055 TECH REPT
Ph.D. Dissertation^ 1984.
Standard test method for particle size range of peat materials
for horticultural purposes / American Society for Testing and
Materials. - Philadelphia, PA : ASTM.
ID: 88505015 ...._.___
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, section 04.08, p. 502-(
[D2977-71] .
Peat and muck in agriculture / by M. S. Anderson. - Washington,
D.C.: USDA.
31 p. : (illus) ; 1951.
(Circular (United States. Department of Agriculture); 888)
ID: 88503088











Annotated bibliography of peat
6 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88504153




Thermal regime of soil on a reclaimed bog / by E.P. Arkhipova. -
Washington^ DC : U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
11 p. ; 1955.
ID: 88503662
ZZ 968 VERT FILE
From: Trudy Glavnoi Geofizicheskoi Observatorii^ No. 49: 30-41.
1955.
A survey of cutover peats and underlying mineral soils, Bord Na
Mona CNOC Dioluin group / by T. A. Barry, M. L. Carey^ R. F.
Hammond. - County Kildare, Ire. : Bord Na' Mona.
141 p. : maps, charts ; 1973.
(Soil survey bulletin (Co. Kildare^ Ire. Bord Na Mona) ; 30)
ID: 88504564
ZZ 1628 MONOGRAPH
Gives summary of analytical methods used in study and list of
references to analytical methods.
Changes in the pbysical properties of peat-bog forest soils due
to drainage / by M.A. Belyskaya. - United States. Dept. of
Commerce.
8 p. : 1961.
ID: 88503628
ZZ 943 VERT FILE
From: LeningradskiiNauchno-Issledovatel'skii Institut Lesnogo
Khozyaistva. Sbornik Rabot po Lesnomu Khozyaistvu. 4. 1961.
A study of some physical properties of several peat materials
and their relation to field water conditions in the peat bog /
by Don Howard Boelter. - St. Paul, MN : University of Minne'sota
102 p. : charts ; 1962.
ID: 88503838
ZZ 1124 MONOGRAPH
Ph.D. dissertation. Data for bulk density and water content.
Physical properties of peats as related to degree of
decomposition / by Don Howard Boelter.
3 p. : charts ; 1969.
ID: 88503947
ZZ 1217 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Soil Science American Proceedings, Vol. 33,
1969, p. 606-609. " —----— --^^-»»-.^^, _^. ^^,
Important physical properties of peat materials / by Don Howard
Boelter. - Grand Rapids, Mn.:No. Cent. For. Exp. Sta.
4 p. : charts ; [1966] .
ID: 88503952





The classification and chemical properties of peat soils in
Finland / Bord Na Mona, Erkki Kivinen, International
Peat Symposium (1954) : Dublin. - Droichead Nua^ Ire.: Bord Na
Mona.
4 p. : charts ; 1954.
ID: 88504047
ZZ 1317 VERT FILE
Peat temperature regime of a Minnesota bog and the effect of
canopy removal / by James M. Brown.
5 p. ; charts ; 1976.
ID: 88504630
ZZ 1673 VERT FILE
Reprinted from J. Appl. Ecol., vol. 13, 189-194, April, 1976.
Peat moss in Manitoba / by E. Lee Cameron. - Winnipeg,.
Manitoba : Dept of Mines/Nat Res.
11 p. ; 1951.
(Bulletin (Manitoba. Department of Mines & Natural
Resources);48-1)
ID: 88503698
ZZ 997 VERT FILE
Organic soils tour from Winnipeg to Vancouver August 14th to
26th, 1967 / by J.S. Clayton... [et al.]. - Saskatchewan: Sask
Inst. of Pedology.
74 p. : charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504396
ZZ 1532 VERT FILE
Peat hydrology in the Hula Basin,. Israel: I. Properties of peat
/ by S. Dasberg^ S. P. Neuman. - Amsterdam,. Neth.: Elsevier
Sci. Publ.
21 p. : illus. ; 1977.
ID: 88503622
ZZ 936 VERT FILE
Reprint from the Journal of Hydrology, v. 32, 1977, pp. 219-239
Data on water in peats
[100] p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88504352
ZZ 1499 VERT FILE
Handwritten/typed notes.
Classification and properties of organic soils / by Rouse Smith
Farnham,. 1918-. - New York : Academic Press.
42 p. ; 1965.
ID: 88503549
ZZ 877 VERT FILE






The^peat soils of Minnesota / by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-
4 p. / 1957. ^ ----- -^^.^, ^.^^ .
ID: 88503580
ZZ 907 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Minnesota Farm and Home Science, Vol. XIV, No. 2,
pp. 12-13, 14,and 19—February 1957. -"—--. •—• —-r --. -r
pea^-.resources--classlficationf.ProPerties. and geographical
/ by Rouse Smith Farnham,. 1918-.^-St7paul7 Mn. :
Univ. of Mn./Soil Sci. ' "' '•' ~v" ^^^r ""• •
11 p. / n.d.
ID: 88504370
ZZ 1515 VERT FILE
Peat research: laboratory notes of Rouse Farnham / by Rouse
Smith Farnham, 1918-. • ' "^
ID: 8B505085 . .
ZZ 1932 TECH KEPT ..
Peat research: afield notes of Rouse Farnham / by Rouse Smith
Farnham, 1918-.
ID: 88505086
ZZ 1933 TECH REPT
Includes data from greenhouse studies.
The^acidic properties_of,peat and muck / by Irvin C. (Irvin
Car? Feystel, 1906-. -^Washington : U.S. Dept."of Agriculture.
p. : ill. ; 23 cm ; 1939. - . -- -^--^^^^^^.
-(^ecS?^a^bulletin <united States. Dept. of Agriculture) ; 690)
ZZ 860 .Al TECH REPT
The physical and chemical characteristics of certain American
pea^..profiles /, bY Irvin_c- (Irvin Carl) Feustel/ l-906:,'"Horace
G; Byers:^~ washington, DC: US Dept of'Agriculture^
24 p; 1930. — -- -„--——.-.
-^ecS?^:Lr-^ulletin (united States. Dept. of Agri.) / 214)
ZZ 965 VERT FILE
Glves_experimental.methods for determining physical and chemical
properties^ as well as results, of analyses.
Preliminary analytical survey of Minnesota peats for possi:
industrial chemical utilization / by Charles~H"FuShsman?T
-]. - Bemidji^ Minn. : Center for^Environmental"Studies.'
59 p. : map ; 28 cm ; 1979. ---—-—^- ^^^^^^.
ID: 88501403
TP340 .F82 TECH REPT
Analytical methods and data for ash, phosphorus, bitumens,






Chemical tracers approach to determine hydraulic conductivity of
saturated undisturbed peat soils / by Abraham Gafni. - St.
Paul, Mn. : U. of Mn./Soil Science.
60 p. : maps, charts ; 1985.
ID: 88504646
ZZ 1680 TECH REPT
PhD Study Plan.
us
The changes in the water permeability of peat-bog soils
resulting from drainage'/ by L.V. Getov. - Washington, DC
Dept of Commerce.
13 p. : charts ; 1958.
ID: 88503708
ZZ 1007 VERT FILE
From: Trudy Belorusskogo Nauchno-Issledovatelfskogo Instituta
Melioratsii i Vodnogo Khozyaistvay No. 8 .313-327. 1958.
The Water retention properties of peat and their modification /
by David J. Graves. - (Philadelphia^ PA. : U. of Pa. Dept/Chem.
6-p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505040
ZZ 1887 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative^
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va.
Moisture capacity of peats / by A.A. Grebenshchikova. -
Washington^ DC : US Dept of Commerce.
2 p. ; 1956.
ID: 88503700
ZZ 999 VERT FILE
From: "Pochvovedenie," No. 5 : 102. 1956.
Organic soils of Manitoba / by H. J. Hortie, R. E. Smith, A.
Russel. - Winnipeg, MB. : Manitoba Soil Survey.
100 p. : maps,, charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504645
ZZ 1679 VERT FILE
Miscellaneous pocosin peat deposits of North Carolina / by Roy
L. Ingram. - Chapel Hill, NC.: Univ. of N.C.
53 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88503098
ZZ 695 TECH REPT
Prepared for U.S. Department of Energy
Contract DE-AC18-79FC14693
and North Carolina Energy Institute
Symposium 87: Proceedings, Wetlands/Peatlands / International
Peat Society. Canadian National Committee. - Edmonton, Alberta
Intl. Peat Society.
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1. Peat, its Properties and Perspectives of Utilization.
Influence of depth of drainage on changes in hydrophysical
properties of peat soil and on yield of grasses / by A; A.
Ispolinov. - Springfield, VA:U.S. Dept. of Commerce.
12 pp. ; 1953.
ID: 88503739
ZZ 1036 VERT FILE
From:Sbornik Nauchnykh Rabot Instituta melioratsii, vodnogo i
bqlotno go khozyaistva. Vol. 2: 51-64. -1953. ^Translated from
Russian.
- Washington^Study of water yield by peat / by A.I. Ivitskii.
DC : US Dept of Commerce.
6 p. ; 1939.
ID: 88503701
ZZ 1000 VERT FILE
From Pochvovedenie^ No. 11 : 76-80. 1939.
Changes in drainage properties of a muck soil as a result of
drainage practices / by H. A. Jongedyk, R. B. Hickok, I. D.
Mayer.
5 pp. ; 1954.
ID: 88503607
ZZ 927 VERT FILE
Reprint from: Soil Science Society of America Proceedings,
Vol. 18, No. 1, January 1954.
Water content and bulk density of peat / by Jukka Laine^
International Peat Society. Commissions IV and II.
8 p. ; 1982.
ID: 88503575
ZZ 902 VERT FILE
Reprint from the Proceedings of the International Symposium of




Organic soils (Histosols) formation^ distribution, physical and
chemical properties and management for crop production... / by
Robert E. Lucas, Gainesville, Florida. Agricultural Experiment
Station. - [East Lansing, Mich.] Michigan State Uni.
77 p. : ill.; 28 cm. ; 1982.
(Research report (Michigan State University. Agricultural
Experiment Station)
ID: 88500722
S598 .L82 1982 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. Research report (Michigan State University. Agricultural
Experiment Station)
Proceedings of the Eleventh Muskeg Research Conference, 6 and 7
May, 1965 / by Ivan C. MacFarlane... [et al.]. - Ottawa, Can. :
National Research Council.
219 p. : illus. ; 1966.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 87)
ID: 88504717
ZZ 1748 MONOGRAPH
Contents: Progress of consolidation in an organic soil;
Classification of peat and peat deposits...; Peat structure as a
basis of classification; Significance of density as a physical
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Caption title.
Certain effects of crop residue and fumigant applications on the
decomposition of an Ohio Muck Soil / by G. Stotzky^ W. P.
Martin,. J.L. Mortensen.
4 p. : charts ; 1956.
ID: 88504051
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Reprinted from Soil Science Society of America Proceedings, Vol.
20, No. 3, July, 1956, p. 392-396.
A Symposium on Peat and Peatlands : proceedings = un Symposium
sur la tourbe et les tourbieres : compte rendu. / by N.B.)
Symposium on Peat and Peatlands (1982 : Shippegan, International
Peat Society. Canadian National Committee. - Halifax, N.S. :
Canadian National Committee.
viii, 582 p. : ill. ; 1983.
ID: 88500238 ISBN/ISSN: 0660521024
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Soils of northern Canadian peatlands: their characteristics and
stability / by Charles Tarnocai^ S. C. Zoltai^ North American
Forest Soils Conference (5th) : 1978 : Colorado State
University).
15 pp. : illus. ; 1978.
ID: 88503603
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Reprint from: Forest Soils and Land Use
Proceedings of the 5th North American Forest Soils Conference,.
Colorado State Univ., Ft. Collins, CO., August 6-9, 1978.
Soil formation in organic soils / by B. Van Heuveln^ A.
Jongerius, L.J. Pans.
9 p. : charts ; 1960. ,
ID: 88503942
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Reprinted from.the 7th International Congress of Soil Science,









Marsh soils / by A. R. (Andrew Robeson) Whitson, 1870-,. H. W.
(Herman Wenzl) Ullsperger, 1886-. - Madison : Agricultural
Experiment Station.
32 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. ; 1919.
(Bulletin (University of Wise. Agr. Exper. Stat. ; 309)
ID: 88503524
ZZ 866 .Al VERT FILE
Cover title.
Relation of organic matter to organic carbon in the peat soils
of New York / by B. D. Wilson.
5 p.; 1932.
ID: 88503564
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Reprinted from Journal of the-American Society of Agronomy^ Vol.
24, No. 6, June, 1932, 477-481.
PEAT—SPHAGNUM
Experimental acidification of a Sphagnum-dominated peatland:
first year results / by S. E. Bayley, D. H. Vitt, R. W. Newbury.
9 p. : charts ; 1987.
ID: 88504720
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Reprinted from Canadian Journal of Fisheries and Aquatic
Sciences, Vol 44, Supp. #1, 1987, p. 194-205.
The decomposition of peat measured by carbon dioxide evolved /
by Robert H. Bedford.
10 p.; 1929.
ID: 88503784
ZZ 1078 VERT FILE
Part of M.S. thesis, University of Alberta/ Edmonton^ May 1928.
Describes experimental methods in some detail.
A focus on peatlands and peat mosses / by Howard Alvin Crum^
1922-, Sandra Planisek, 1948-. - Ann Arbor : University of
Michigan Press.
306 p., [1] plate ; 1988.
(Great Lakes environment)
ID: 88504929 ISBN/ISSN: 0472093789
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A peatland bibliography : chiefly with reference to the ecology,
hydrology and biochemistry of sphagnum bogs / by Eville Gorham^
Janeen Elizabeth McAllister^ Mary V. Santelmann. -
Minneapolis? : s.n.
[149]. ; 28 cm. ; 1985.
ID: 88501562




Nitrogen mineralization in Sphagnum peat and Salix leaf-litter,
Progress report 1978-80 / by U. Granhall, T. Slapokas, I.
Borjesson. - Uppsala, Finland : Univ. of Lantbruks.
32 p. : charts ; 1981.
(Technical report(Uppsala^ Finland.Project Energiskogsodling) ;
23)
ID: 88503992 ISBN/ISSN: ISBN9157608598
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Biogeochemistry of Thoreau's bog, Concord,. Massachusetts / by
Harold F. Hemond.
20 p. : illus. ; 1980.
ID: 88503605
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Reprint from: Ecological Monographs^ 50(4)^ 198.0,-pp. 507-526.
Symposium 85 : proceedings, a Technical and Scientific
Conference on Peat and Peatlands = comptes rendus. Conference Sci
v. : ill., maps ; 28 cm.; 1985.
ID: 88501419 ISBN/ISSN: 0969218613
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Studies on the nutrient content of treeless sphagnum papillosum
bogs / by Armi Kaila. . . [et al. ] .
7 p. ; 1957.
ID: 88503596
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Reprint from: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland: Vol. 29: 96-102, 1957.
The oxidation of green moss and sphagnic moss by hydrogen
peroxide / by E. V. Kondratjev, Medical Institute of Moscow.
General Chemistry Division. - Moscow, USSR:Medical Institute of
Moscow.
12 pp. ; 1949.
ID: 88503680
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From: Zhurnal Prikladnoi Khimii, Vol 22, #882, 1949.
Translated from Russian by Olegh Bilous^ 1954.
Influence of sphagnum and ,other mosses on bog reactions / by
Herman. Kurz.
13 p. : charts ; 1928.
ID: 88504309
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Proceedings of the Eleventh Muskeg Research Conference, 6 and 7
May, 1965 / by Ivan C. MacFarlane... [et al.]. - Ottawa, Can. :
National Research Council.
219 p. : illus. ; 1966.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 87)
ID: 88504717
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Contents: Progress of consolidation in an organic soil;
Classification of peat and peat deposits...; Peat structure as a
basis of classification; Significance of density as a physical
property in peat deposits; Progress report on the application of
a neutron soil moisture meter. .. ; Percentage of latewood and
rate of growth of Black Spruce...; Study of forest site
deterioration; Some micrometerological observations...
Sphagnum moss peat deposits in Minnesota / by Thomas J.
Malterer. - Ribbing, MN:DNR, Division of Minerals.
43 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88503294
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Untersuchung uber den Einfluss des Zersetzungsgrades und der
Gewinnung van Hochmoortorf auf den Redoxkomples bei seiner / by
Johannes Niggemann.
119 p. : charts ; 1967.
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From: Torfnachrichten : Des Torfinstituts Hannover und der
Torfforschung GMBH; Bad Zwischenahn; Sonderdruck zu Jahrgang 18 -
1967 -Nr. 11/12.
Regional survey of heavy metals in peat mosses (sphagnum) / by
P. Pakarinen, Kimmo Tolonen. - Univ of Helsinkiy Dept of Botany.
3 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88503626
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Comparison between some methods of determining the degree of
decomposition of sphagnum peat / by Pekka Pakarinen.
2 p. ; 1971.
ID: 88504493
In: SUO, Vol. 22, No. 3-4, 1971, p. 48-50. Finnish with English
summary.
Fertilization of sphagnum bogs,, on the basis of certain field
experiments at Leteensuo / by Yrjo Pessi.
14 p., illus. ; 1960.
ID: 88503594
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Reprint from: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society




The effect of claying upon the settling of the soil surface on
cultivated sphagnum bogs / by Yrjo Pessi.
2 p. ; 1960.
ID: 88503707
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From: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society of
Finland, Vol. 32: 5-7, 1960.
The effect of claying carried out in 1923 upon the thermal
conditions in cultivated sphagnum peat soil in the summer of
1959 / by Yrjo Pessi.
4 p. : charts ; 1960.
ID: 88504044
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Reprinted from The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland, Vol. 32 : 1-4, I960-.
On the effect of liming upon the thermal conditions of spaghnum
bog / by Yrjo Pessi.
3 p. ; 1959.
ID: 88504491
In: SUO, Vol. 10, No. 3, 1959, p. 46-48. Finnish with English
summary.
Mikromorphologische Untersuchungen an Torfen / by D. Puffe, G.
Grosse-Brauckmann.
30 p. ; 1963.
ID: 88503595
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Reprint from: Zeitschrift fur Kulturtechnik und Flurbereinigung
Volume 4, #3, 1963, pp. 159-188.
On the cation uptake mechanism of sphagnum mosses / by Viljo
Puustjarvi.
16 p. : charts ; 1959.
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From: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society of
Finland, Vol. 31: 103-119, 1959.
On the cation uptake mechanism of sphagnum mosses / by Viljo
Puustjarvi.
16 p. ; 1959.
ID: 88503792
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From: The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society of









The development of sphagnum bogs in the San Juan Islands / by
George B. Rigg, Carl T. Richardson.
12 p. : charts ; 1934.
ID: 88503984
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Reprinted from the American Journal of Botany, 21: 610-622,. Dec.,
1934.
Water quantity and quality differs greatly among, small sphagnum
moss-black spruce bogs / by Elon S. Verry. - s.l.:N.C. Forest
Experiment Station.
33 pp., illus. ; 1970.
ID: 88504202
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7th Annual Lake Superior Biological Conference, November 24,
1970.
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Standard method of sampling processed peat materials / American
Society for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia^ PA : ASTM.
1 p. ; 1985.
ID: 88505010
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards,. Section 04.08, p. 491.
[D2944-71].
Standard classification of peats, mosses, humus^ and related
products / American Society for Testing and Materials. -
Philadelphia, PA : ASTM.
1 p. ; 1985.
ID: 88505011
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards^ Section 04.08, p. 428.
[D2607-69].
Standard test method for total nitrogen in peat materials /
American Society for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia, PA
ASTM.
ID: 88505012
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards^ Section 04.08^ p.
495-96. [D2973-71].
Standard test methods for moisture, ash, and organic matter of
peat materials / American Society for Testing and Materials. -
Philadelphia, PA : ASTM.
2 p. ; 1985.
ID: 88505013






Standard test method for pH of peat materials / American Society
for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia, PA : ASTM.
ID: 88505014
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section 04.08, p 500-01
[D2976-71] .
Standard test method for particle size range of peat materials
for horticultural purposes / American Society for Testing and
Materials. - Philadelphia, PA : ASTM.
ID: 88505015
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, section 04.08, p. 502-03
[D2977-71].
Standard test method for volume of processed peat materials /
American Society for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia, PA
ASTM.
ID: 88505016
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Sectin 04.08, p. 504.
[D2978-71] .
Standard test method for volume weights, water holding capacity,
and air capacity of water saturated peat materials / American
Society for Testing and Materials. - Phildelphia, PA : ASTM.
ID: 88505017
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, Section 04.08, p. 505-07
[D2980-71] .
Standard classification of peat samples by laboratory testing /
American Society for Testing and Materials. - Philadelphia, PA
ASTM.
ID: 88505018
In: 1985 Annual Book of ASTM Standards, SEction 04.08^ p. 883-84
[D4427-84].
Federal specification for peat; moss, reed, and sedge / United
States. Bureau of Federal Supply. - Washington, DC: Bureau of
Federal Supply.
5 p. ; 1948.
ID: 88504665
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PEAT--STRATIGRAPHY
The peat bog of Bagnowo / by Krzysztof Bitner.
25 p. ; 1960.
ID: 88503555
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The stratigraphy and geomorphology of the Hofmann Forest Pocosin
/ by R.B. Daniels... [et al.]. - Raleigh, NC : NC Agricultural
Experiment Station.
15 p. : maps ; [1976].
Paper (North Carolina. Agricultural Experiment Station)
ID: 88503904
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Organic soils / by J.E. Dawson.
24 p. : charts ; 1956.
ID: 88503909
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Reprinted from Advances in Agronomy, Vol. VIII, 1956,. p. 377 -
401.
A late Wisconsin buried peat at North Branch, Minnesota / by
Magnus Fries, H. E. (Herbert Edgar) Wright, 1917-, Meyer
Rubin.
14 p. : charts ; 1961.
ID: 88503790
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From: American Journal of Science,. Vol 259, Nov 1961,
p. 679-693.
Characteristics and peat stratigraphy of tree islands in certain
wetland environments / by Patrick J. Gleason... [et al.].
18 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88503683
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Development of peatlands in northern Minnesota. Final Report /
by Jan A. Janssens, Paul H. Glaser. - Oak Ridge, Tn.: U.S.
Dept. of Energy.
105 p. : illus. ; (1985?).
ID: 88502453
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Objective classification of peats on the basis of their
macro fossil content / by Peter D. Moore, Ireland) International
Peat Society. Commission I. - (Glasgow, Ireland):IPS Comm. I.
20 pp. ; 1973.
ID: 88503725
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The Stratigraphy and history of the Otalazka peatbog / by Jan
Oswit, Slawomir Zurek.
10 p. : ill. ; n.d.
ID: 88503598
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Reprint from: Archeologia Polski, t. XIX, z. 2, pp. 367-317.
English summary, p. 377
The development of sphagnum bogs in the San Juan, Islands / by
George B. Rigg, Carl T. Richardson.
12 p. : charts ; 1934.
ID: 88503984
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Reprinted from the American Journal of Botany, 21: 610-622,, Dec.r
1934.
Peat and peatland resources of southeastern Ontario / by J- L.
(John L.) Riley, Ontario. Ministry of Northern Development and
Mines,. Ontario. Mines and Minerals Division. - Ontario^ Can.:
Ministry of Northern Dev.
283 p. ill. : 6 maps ; 1988.
(Open file report (Geological Survey (Ontario)) ; 5633)
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Studies on mire vegetation in the Tornetrask Area, Northern
Sweden / by Mats Sonesson.
52 p. : charts ; 1970.
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Part IV. Some habitat conditions of the poor mires.
Reprint from Botaniska Notiser, Vol 123, 1970, p. 67-111.
Stratigraphic distribution of lipoid substances in Cedar Creek
Bog, Minnesota / by F.M. Swain, Nikola Prokopovich.
15 p. : photos ; 1954.
ID: 88504303
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Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Geological Society of America,.
Vol 65, p. 1183-1198, 1954.
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Peat deposits structure peculiarities depending upon the
conditions of peat formation / by I. F. Largin^ International
Peat Society,. Commission I. - Helskinki^ FINLAND:IPS Comm. I.
8 pp. ; 1971.
ID: 88503714






Proceedings of the Eleventh Muskeg Research Conference^ 6 and 7
May, 1965 / by Ivan C. MacFarlane... [et al.]. - Ottawa,. Can. :
National Research Council.
219 p. : illus. ; 1966.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) / 87)
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Contents: Progress of consolidation in an organic soil;
Classification of peat and peat deposits...; Peat structure as a
basis of classification; Significance of density as a physical
property in peat deposits; Progress report on the application of
a neutron soil moisture meter. .. ; Percentage of latewood and
rate of growth of Black Spruce...; Study of forest site
deterioration; Some micrometerological observations...
Proceedings of the seventh, muskeg research conference April 18
and 19 1961 / National Research Council of Canada. Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics, J. Butler,. Ivan C.
MacFarlane. - Ottawa, On. : National Research Council.
227 p. : photos, charts ; 1961.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 71)
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Contents: Muskeg: its environment and uses; Distribution of
organic terrain in northern Canada; The structural aspect of
peat; Laboratory compression tests on peat; Approach to the
development in organic terrain; Establishment of access over
organic terrain; Compressibility of peat.
Range of structural variation in organic terrain / by. Norman W.
Radforth^ National Research Council of Canada. Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics. - Ottawa, On. : National
Research Council.
16 p. : photos ; 1955.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 39)
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Reprint from Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada,. Vol
XLIX^ Series III, June 1955, Section 5, p. 51-67.
Field determination of the structure of peat soils /by H.
Segeberg. - (Bremen : Staat te gent?).
(6 p.) / 1959?
ID: 88505037
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In German with English summary.
Structural variations in peat / by J.M. Stewart, S.E. Durno.
15 p. : charts ; 1969.
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Studies on changes in the level of peat soil surface / by Lars
S. Agerberg.
35 p. : charts ; 1961.
ID: 88503916
ZZ 1194 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Sartryck ur Grundforbattring, 1961, hafte 3.
Engli sh summary.
Subsidence in repeatedly drained highmoores in the North-Western
Germany Flatland : 4th report : change of the soil ... / by W.
Bur.ghardt, P. Ilnicki. - Berlin : Verlag Paul Parey.
11 p. ; 1978.
ID: 88503879 ISBN/ISSN: 0044-2984
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Reprint from Z.f. Kulturtechnik und Flurbereinigung 19, 146-157
1978.
A preliminary report of investigations of subsidence of organic
soils in Michigan / by J.F. Davis, C.A. Engbert.
7 p. : charts ; 1955 .
ID: 88503920
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Reprinted from the Quarterly Bulletin of the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station,. Michigan State College,. East
Lansing, Vol. 37, No. 4, p. 498-505, May, 1955.
Organic soils / by J.E. Dawson.
24 p. : charts ; 1956.
ID: 88503909
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Reprinted from Advances in Agronomy^ Vol. VIII, 1956,, p. 377 -
401.
Untersuchungen uber Dransackungen im Moor / by R. Eggelsmann.
14 p. : charts,, photos ; 1960.
ID: 88504775
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From: Zeitschrift fur Kulturtechnik, I. Jahrgang^ Heft 2 (1960),
S. 91-114.
Uber die Hohenanderungen der Mooroberflache infolge van Sackung
und Humusverzehr sowie in Abhangigkeit von Aziditat "Atm / by
Rudolf Eggelsmann. - Hamburg : Verlag Paul Parey.
(33 p. ) : ill. ; 195?
ID: 88505034
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In German. Sonderdruck aus Festschrift aus Anlab des zehnjahrigen
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• Subsidence of peat soils / by Greg Harding.
10 p. ; 1976.
ID: 88503888
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Subsidence of repeatedly drained highmoors in the
Northwest-Germany flatland /by Piotr Ilnicki, H. Kuntze. -
Berlin, Germany : Verlag Paul Parey.
8 p. ; 1977.
ID: 88503787 ISBN/ISSN: 0044-2984
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From: Z.f. Kulturtechnik und Flurbereinigung 18, 74-82 (1977).
Subsidence of much soil in northern Indiana / by H. A.
Jongedyk... [et al.]. - Lafayette, In. : Purdue Univ./Ag. Ext.
11 p. : photos ; 1950. -
(Agricultural Extension S.C. (Indiana. Purdue University) ; 366)
ID: 88504399
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Moorsackungen durch grundwasserabsenkung und deren
vorausberechnung mit hilfe empirischer formeln / by H. Segeberg.
- Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey.
18 pp. ; 1960.
ID: 88505047
ZZ 1894 VERT FILE
Sonderdruck aus "Zeitschrift fur Kulturtechnik"
I. Jahrgang, Heft 3 (1960), S. 144-161.
Subsidence of organic soils in the U.S.A. / by John C. Stephens,.
William H. Speir. - Colloque De Tokyo : Assn. Int. D'Hydro.
11 p. : photos ; 1969.
(Publication (Colloque De Tokyo) ; 89)
ID: 88504036
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Subsidence of peatlands of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta,
California / by Walter W. Weir. - Berkeley, Ca. : U of Ca., Ag.
Exp. Sta.
19 p. : photos ; 1950.
ID: 88503918
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Reprinted from Hilgardia, Vol. 20, No. 3, June, 1950, p. 37-56.
PEAT--SULFUR
Occurrence and distribution of sulfur in peat-forming
environments of southern Florida / by Arthur D. Cohen.
1 p. ; 1971.
ID: 88503978
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Reprinted from Geol. Soc. America Abst. with Frog. for 1971 Ann.




Experimental program for the development of peat gasification:
process designs and cost estimates... / by J. L. Arora... [et
al.]. - Chicago, II. : Inst. of Gas Technology.
42 p. : charts ; 1990.
ID: 88504823
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Interim report no. 8.
- Mpls^ MnSynthetic natural gas from peat / Minnegasco.
Minnegasco.
1 p. ; [1980].
ID: 88504029
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Gas from peat--a good source of heat / by D. V. Punwani, 1942-,
A. M. Rader.
6 p. : charts ; 1978 .
ID: 88503964
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Reprinted from Hydrocarbon Processing, April, 1978, p. 107-113.
Utilization of peat to produce synthetic natural gas / by A. M.
Rader^ Minnesota Gas Company. - Minneapolis, MN: Minnesota Gas
Company.
20 p., illus. ; 1977.
ID: 88503670
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Presented at the 9/29/77 hearing on "Peat as a Source of Energy"
of the House Environment, Energy & Natural Resources
Sub-Committee of the Committee on Government Operations.
Peat-to-SNG in Minnesota / by Arnold M. Rader, John D. Somrock.
- Minneapolis^ MN:Minnesota Gas Company.
6 pp. ; 1980.
ID: 88503676
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Paper presented at Peat as an Energy Alternative, Arlington, VA
Dec. 1-3, 1980
Utilization of peat to produce synthetic natural gas / by A. M.
Rader, Minnesota Gas Company. - Minneapolis^ MN : Minnesota Gas
Company.
13 p. : charts ; 1977.
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Histosols, their characteristics, classification, and use :
proceedings of a symposium held on 30 October 1972 during ... /
by Andrew Russell Aandahl, 1912- ed., Matthias. ed. Stelly, Soil
Science Society of America. Division S-5. - Madison, Wis. :
Soil Science Society of America.
136 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. ; 1974.




Peat testing manual / by J. H. Day, National Research Council of
Canada. Associate Committee on Geotechnical Res. - Ottawa,
Ontario : National Research Council.
vii, 193 p. : ill. ; 1979.





1. Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada.
Association)
Experimental program for the development of peat gasification :
High-pressure wet carbonization / Minnesota Gas Company,.
Institute of Gas Technology. - Washington,. DC : U.S. Dept. of
Energy.
45 p. : charts / 1981.
(Interim report (Minneapolis^ Mn. Minnesota Gas Company) ; 9)
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Contract No. EX-76-C-01-2469.
Experimental program for the development of peat gasification :
coiled tube reactor experiments / Minnesota Gas Company,
Institute of Gas Technology. - Washington, DC : US Dept. of
Energy.
40 p. : charts / 1978.
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Proceedings of the fourth muskeg research conference March 11,
1958 / National Research Council of Canada. Associate Committee
on Soil and Snow Mechanics. - Ottawa, On. : National Research
Council.
79 p. : photos, charts ; 1958.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 54)
ID: 88504084
ZZ 1341 TECH REPT
Contents: Vehicles and trafficability; A review of published
material on engineering tests-of peat; Notes on the mechanical
properties of peat; theory of measurement in relation to drainage
and bearing strength of muskeg; Drainage systems and machinery.
Tension tests on fibrous peat / National Research Council of
Canada. Division of Building Research, K.V. Helenelund. -
Ottawa,- On. : National Research Council.
24 p. : photos, charts ; 1967.
(Internal report(Div. of Building Research. Nat.Res.Council) ;
346)
ID: 88504092
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Contents: Methods for measuring tensile strength of soils;
Measurements of tensile strength of peat; Influence of tensile
strength on the bearing capacity.
Peat for horticulture and agriculture purposes : properties,.
testing methods.
6 p. : charts ; 1978.
ID: 88504586
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Laboratory methods for testing peat : Ontario Peatland Inventory
Project / by John L. Riley^ Ontario Geological Survey, Ontario.
Ministry of Northern Development and Mines. - Toronto : Ontario
Ministry.of Northern D.
1989.
(Miscellaneous paper (Geological Survey (Ontario)) ; 0704-2752)
ID: 88503642 ISBN/ISSN: 0772960003
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Includes index.
Proceedings of the U. S. Department of Energy [...] Technical
Contractors' Conference on Peat/ Sponsored by the U.S. Dep /
Technical Contractors' Conference on Peat. - McLean^ VA:
UOP^Inc. System Development.
4 v. ; 1980, 1981.
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Proceedings of the U.S. Department of Energy (...) Technical
Contractors' Conference on Peat/ Sponsored by the U.S. Dept /
Technical Contractors' Conference on Peat. - McLean, Va.: UOP,
Inc. System Develop.
1 v. ; 1982.
ID: 88502950
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PEAT--TESTING—CONGRESSES
Testing of peats and organic soils : a symposium'/ by P. M.
Jarrett... [et al.]. - Philadelphia, Pa. (1916 Race St., Philad,
241 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. ; 1983.
(ASTM special technical publication ; 820)
ID: 88501335
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PEAT--TRACE ELEMENTS
A survey of cutover peats and underlying mineral soils, Bord Na
Mona CNOC Dioluin group / by T. A. Barry, M. L. Carey, R. F.
Hammond. - County Kildare, Ire. : Bord Na Mona.
141 p. : maps, charts ; 1973.
(Soil survey bulletin (Co. Kildare, Ire. Bord Na Mona) ; 30)
ID: 88504564
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Gives summary of analytical methods used in study and list of
references to analytical methods.
Trace elements in organic agricultural soils / by Martti Kurki.
2 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88504540
In: SUO, Vol 26, No. 5, 1975, p. 93-94. Finnish with English
summary.
The effects of peatland drainage on the mercury contents of fish
/ by Martin Lodenius.
4 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88504533
In: SUO, Vol 34, No. 1, 1983, p. 21-24. Finnish with English
summary.
Trace metal distribution in Ledum Palustre / by Pekka
Pakarinen.
5 p. : charts ; 1978.
ID: 88504478
In: SUO, Vol 29, No. 5, 1978, p. 93-98. Finnish with English
summary.
Mercury concentrations of bog mosses and lichens / by Pekka
Pakarinen.
4 p. ; 1983.
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Preliminary report of the trace element geochemistry of an
Indonesian peat deposit / by Curtis A. Palmer, Cornelia Clermont
Cameron, 1911-. - [Reston, VA] : U.S. Geological Survey.
8, [14] p. : ill., maps ; 1988.
(Open-file report (Geological Survey (U.S.)) ; 88-39.)
ID: 88502881
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Title from cover.
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Recommendations for the protection of ecologically significant
peatlands in Minnesota / Minnesota, Department"of Natural
Resources. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Minnesota Dept. of N.
vii, 57 p., plates ; 1984.
ID: 88501728
GB625.M6 R32 1984 TECH REPT
'November 1984.'
Bibliography: p. 55.
Peat program : 1978-1979 biennium legislative appropriation /
Minnesota^ Department of Natural Resources. --St-. Paul, Mn. :
Dept. of Nat. Resources.
315 p. : charts ; 1979.
ID: 88504347
ZZ 1494 MONOGRAPH
Rosliny torfowisk / by Zbigniew Podbielkowski, Hanna
Rembertowicz-Szymborska^ illus. - Warszawa^ Panstwowe Zakady
Wydawnictw.
182 p. : illus. 18 cm. ; 1969.
ID: 88504638











Studies on mire vegetation in the Tornetrask area. Northern
Sweden / by Mats Sonesson. - Lund.
v. : illus., maps, 24 cm. ; 1967.
(Opera botanica, no. 26)
ID: 88504384
QK938.M3 S6 TECH KEPT
Part III. Communities of the Poor Mires.
Studies on mire vegetation in the Tornetrask Area,. Northern
Sweden / by Mats Sonesson.
52 p. : charts ; 1970.
ID: 88504542
QK938 .M3 S6 PT.4 TECH REPT
Part IV. Some habitat conditions of the poor mires.
Reprint from Botaniska Notiser^ Vol 123, 1970, p. 67-111.
The role of organic soils in the world carbon cycle -- problem
definition and research needs / The Institute of Ecology (TIE) .
- Indianapolis, IN.: Institute of Ecology.
37 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88503092
ZZ 689 TECH REPT
Report of a workshop. May 7-8, 1979
DOE Report No. DOE/ET/10040-2
Aquatic^ terrestrial, and peatland ecosystems in Minnesota
considered sensitive or potentially sensitive to acid deposit
143, [49] p. : ill. ; 1983.
ID: 88500603
QH545.A17 A65 1983 TECH REPT
Use of needle analysis for diagnosing micronutrient deficiencies
of Scots pine on drained peatlands / by Heikki Veijalainen. -
Helsinki, Finland : Seloste.
32 p. : charts ; 1977.
ID: 88503709 ISBN/ISSN: 951-40-0302-0
ZZ 1008 VERT FILE
From: Commun. Inst. For. Fenn. 92 (4): 1-32.
The natural significance and protection priority of New York's
largest open peatlands / by lan A. Worley. - s.1.:The Adirondack
Conservancy.
29 pp. ; 1982.
ID: 88503724




On the Mires in England and Scotland / by Erkki Kivinen. -
s .1. : s . n.
12 pp. ; 1951.
ID: 88505050
ZZ 1897 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English summary.
Reprint from The Journal of the Scientific Agricultural Society
of Finland., 23, 1951, p. 88-99.
PEATLANDS—ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS
Drainage of organic soils as a factor in the world carbon cycle
/ by Thomas V. Armentano.
5 p. ; 1980.
ID: 88503551
ZZ 879 VERT FILE
Reprinted from BioScience, Vol. 30, no. 12, December 1980, p.
825-829.
The water resources of peatlands : a literature review / by John
C. Clausen... [et al.]. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Dept. of Forest
Reso.
xiii, 143 p. ; 28 cm. ; 1981.
ID:' 88501396
TP340 .C557 TECH REPT
Irish bogs : a case for planning / by H. van Eck. - Nijmegen :
Katholieke Universiteit.
333 p. ; 1984.
ID: 88504575
ZZ 1622 .Al MONOGRAPH
Environmental concerns in peat development and reclamation
potentials / by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul,. MN:Univ.
of MN.
16 pp. ; 1978.
ID: 88503730
ZZ 1028 VERT FILE
Symposium 85 : proceedings, a Technical and Scientific
Conference on Peat and Peatlands = comptes rendus. Conference Sci
v. : ill./ maps ; 28 cm. ; 1985.
ID: 88501419 ISBN/ISSN: 0969218613
TP340 .T4 1985 MONOGRAPH
The effects of peatland drainage on the mercury contents of fish
/ by Martin Lodenius.
4 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88504533









FinaLrepor1L?n_peat Program: phase 1. Environmental
^^p?,e^min^Ltesh^l^y.^s':^ment ^Sn^e^cts
ilr^tute; ; Minneapolis ;'MN : 'Midwest 'Res^a^ ?^^T'
I 1.1 • U. .
ID: 88503298
ZZ 376 TECH REPT
Min^^irat p^g"raJin^^eport^-M"nesota- Division of
!.^ [St_. Paul^Minn.] : The Division;
P. : ill., maps ; 1981. ' -"~ ~^'^^J-^±1-
ID: 88501410
TP340 .M66 1981 TECH REPT
. obs^TTSosf^.an-old sod peat cut-away area' vaivianneva /
3 p. : charts ; 1982. • ' :
ID: 88504480 • • '
s^mma^0' v01- 33' No- 3' 1982' P- 71-74- Finnish with English
/
• ^ec^tStLrport (water Resourc^ ^search Center) ; 130)
ZZ 849 TECH REPT
PEATLANDS—EUROPE
DienMO?re oste^ropas..und ?rdasiens / by W. S. Dokturowskv. -
Berlin, Germany: Verlag von'Gebrude^ <<' °' l'UKL-urowsKy- -
p:_: charts< Photos ; 1938.
ID: 88504544 ' --— . --—.
ZZ 1605 VERT FILE
E°1rF?S%r:?''"r^^^Hos».^'s-
^peMitol3^0rt (us Dept- of ^- soil and "^er Cons.) : 123)




Proceedings^ International Peat Society Commission II Symposium
/ International Peat Society, Conunission II, International Peat
Symposium (1989) : Athlone. - Newbridge, Ir: Bord na Mona Res. &
Dev.
182 p. : illus. / 1989.
ID: 88503404 ISBN/ISSN: 0951489003
ZZ 804 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1. Peat technology for the future.
Proceedings of the International Peat Society Commission II
Symposium Athlone, Ireland, June 19-21,, 1989.
Proceedings^ International Peat Society Commission II Symposium,
Athlone^ Ireland, June 19-21, 1989: Supplementary Paper./
International Peat Society, Commis-sion II, International Peat
Symposium (1989) : Athlone. -. ITewbridge^ Ir. : Bord na Mona Res..
& D v. - - -
52 p. : illus. ; 1989.
ID: 88503405 ISBN/ISSN: 0951489003 II
ZZ 805 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1. Peat technology for the future.
Minnesota peat mission to Europe / Minnesota. Dept. of Iron
Range Resources and Rehabilitation. - St. Paul, MN.: Iron
Range Res. & Rehab.
61 p. ; 1958.
ID: 88503067
ZZ 665 TECH REPT
Report of the Minnesota Technical Mission to the U.S.S.R. and
other European Nations
PEATLANDS - -EVAPORATION
Evaporation from bogs, depending on climate,, drainage and
cultivation / by A.I. Ivitskii. - Washington, DC : U.S. Dept. of
Commerce.
6 p. ; 1938.
88503663ID:
ZZ 969 VERT FILE
From: Gidrotekhnika i Melioratsiya, No. 1/2: 62-66. 1938.
Evaporation from peat soil in relation to climatic factors and
water table / by A.I. Ivitskii.
12 p. : charts ; 1938.
ID: 88504349
ZZ 1496 VERT FILE




Evaporation from bogs in the European territory of the USSR / by
V.V. Romanov. - Washington, DC. : U.S. Dept. Agriculture.
183 p. : charts ; 1968.
ID: 88504311
ZZ 1475 MONOGRAPH
Translated from the Russian.
PEATLANDS —FINLAND
Finnish peatlands and their utilization / Finnish Peatland
Society. - Helsinki,. Finland : Finnish Peat Soc.
61 p. : charts ; [1971].
ID: 88504313
ZZ 1477 TECH REPT
On the spread and characteristics of bogs in Finland / by E.
Kivinen. -'Helsinki, Finland: Univ of Helsinki.
11 p. :'charts ; [1961]. •
ID: 88504641
ZZ 1675 VERT FILE
Neue zuge in der verwertung der moore in Finnland / by Erkki
Kivinen. - Helsinki, Finland : Agric. Inst. Univ.
9 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88505045
ZZ 1892 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—FIRES
Development of vegetation after fire in continental raised bogs
/ by Pekka Pakarinen.
3 p. : photos ; 1974.
ID: 88504484
In: SUO, Vol. 25, No. 1, 1974, p. 1-4. Finnish with English
summary.
P EATLAND S--FLORA
Ecological and floristic studies of the Red Lake peatland :
final report to Peat Program,. Minnesota Department of ... /by
Eville Gorham,. H. E. Wright, Minnesota Peat Program. - [St.
Paul] : The Dept.
195 p. : ill., maps ; 1979.
ID: 88504709
QK938.M3 G67 TECH RBPT
Peat program : 1978-1979 biennium legislative appropriation /
Minnesota. Department of Natural Resources. - St. Paulr Mn. :
Dept. of Nat. Resources.






Rosliny torfowisk / by Zbigniew Podbielkowski, Hanna
Rembertowicz-Szymborska, illus. - Warszawa^ Panstwowe Zakady
Wydawnictw.
182 p. : illus. 18 cm. ; 1969.
ID: 88504638
QK938.M6 P57 1969 REF
PEATLANDS—FLORIDA
Water control in the peat and muck soils of the Florida
Everglades / by B.S. Clayton, J.R. Neller, R.V. Allison. -
Gainesville, Fla : U of Fla. Ag. Exp. St at.
74 p. : charts ; 1942.
ID: 88503796
ZZ 1090 VERT FILE
Phytogenic organic sediments and sedimentary environments in the
Everglades-mangrove complex. Part IIr The origin, ... / by A.
D. (Arthur David) Cohen, 1942-, W. (William) Spackman, 1919-.
Stuttgart : E. Schweizerbartsche Verlags.
114 p. : illus. ; 1977.
ID: 88504340
ZZ 1488 .Al TECH REPT
Reprinted from: Palaeontographica, Abt. By Bd. 162, July, 1977
The peat deposits of Florida,. their occurrence, development and
uses, / by John Henry Davis, 1901-1978?. - Tallahassee^
Published for the Florida Geol. Surv.
xiii^ 247 p. : illus. ; 1946.
(Florida. Geological survey. Geological bulletin no. 30)
ID: 88504376
ZZ 1520 .Al TECH REPT
Geologic evolution of Trail Ridge eolian heavy-mineral sand and
underlying peat, northern Florida / by Eric R. Force, Fredrick
J. Rich. - Washington : U.S. G.P.O. ; Denver, CO
16 p. : ill. ; 29 cm.. ; 1989.
(Professional paper (Geological Survey (U.S.)) ; 1499)
ID: 88504615
QE75 .P9 NO. 1499 TECH REPT
Bibliography: p. 15-16.
The comparative study of the Okefenokee Swamp and the
Everglades--Mangrove Swamp-marsh complex of southern Florida /
Geological Society of America, Russell R. Dutcher, Jane P.
Dolsen. - Washington^ DC.: Nat. Science Foundation.
265 p. : charts, photos ; 1974.
ID: 88504346
ZZ 1493 MONOGRAPH














Histosols, their characteristics, classification, and use :
proceedings of a symposium held on 30 October 1972 during ... /
by Andrew Russell Aandahl, 1912- ed., Matthias Stelly,. ed., Soil
Science Society of America. Division S-5. - Madison, Wis. :
Soil Science Society of.
136 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. ; 1974.





18 p. ; [1973].
ID: 88504018
ZZ 1287 VERT FILE
Paper submitted to Dr. Rouse Farnham.
An inventory of Minnesota's wetlands and their suitability for
producing bioenergy crops / by Jeffrey P. Anderson, University
of Minnesota. Center for Urban and Regional Affairs. - Mpls^
Mn.: Univ. of Mn., Cntr for Urban and Regional Affairs.
26 p. : maps ; 1980.
ID: 88503833
ZZ 1119 VERT FILE
Biomass grown on peatlands for energy / by Roger Berggren. -
St. Paul, Mn. : Univ. of Mn/Soils Dept.
14 p. : charts ; 1985.
ID: 88504297
ZZ 1462 VERT FILE
Undrained peatlands for short rotation forestry / by William E.
Berguson, Roy D. Adams, Natural Resources Research Institute. -
Duluth, Mn.: Nat. Res. Research Instit.
12 p. ; 1989.
ID: 88504229
ZZ 1436 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. NRRI/TR-89/6
Use of wetlands for the production of woody plants for fuels and
petrochemical substitutes — progress report / by William E.
Berguson... [et al.]. - St. Paul, MN:Univ. of MN, Soil Sci. Dept
22 pp. ; 1983.
ID: 88504186
ZZ 1094.1 VERT FILE
Woody bioenergy crops on marginal land: 1982 research / by
William E. Berguson... [et al.]. - St. Paul,. MN:Univ. of MN,
Soil Sci. Dept.
13 pp. ; 1982.
ID: 88504188




Woody bioenergy crop production on marginal wetlands / by
William E. Berguson, Dale B. Sherf, Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-.
- St. Paul, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Soils Dept.
15 p. : charts ; [1981].
ID: 88504298
ZZ 1463 VERT FILE
Use of wetlands for production of woody plants for fuels and
petrochemical substitutes : Biomass energy systems annual / by
Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-, Biomass Energy Systems. - St. Paul,
MN: U of MN, Dept of Soil Sci.
36 p. :" maps, charts ; 1980.
ID: 88503808
ZZ 1094 VERT FILE
Vegetation yypes^ species and areas of concern and forest
resources utilization of northern Minnesota^ s peatlands / by
Vilis Kurmis, 1922-,. Henry L. Hansen, John J. Olson. - St. Paul,
MN.'DNR.
86 p. ; 1978.
ID: 885032.96
TP340 .M665 TECH KEPT
Proceedings of the Eleventh Muskeg Research Conference, 6 and 7
May, 1965 / by Ivan C. MacFarlane... [et al.]. - Ottawa, Can. :
National Research Council.
219 p. : illus. / 1966.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 87)
ID: 88504717
ZZ 1748 MONOGRAPH
Contents: Progress of consolidation in an organic soil;
Classification of peat and peat deposits...; Peat structure as a
basis of classification; Significance of density as a physical
property in peat deposits; Progress report on the application of
a neutron soil moisture meter... ; Percentage of latewood and
rate of growth of Black Spruce...; Study of forest site
deterioration; Some micrometerological observations...
Peatland and wetland amelioration in Poland / by Hannu
Mannerkoski.
5 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88504521
In: SUO, Vol 25, No. 3-4, 1974, p. 53-58.
Organic soils task force : report of the Committee on Forestry
- Madison, Wi. : Regional Soil Survey.
3 p. : charts ; 1974.
ID: 88504038












Refertilization on nitrogen-rich pine swamps / by Eero
Paavilainen. - Helsinki,Finland: Inst. Forest. Fenniae.
23 p. : charts ; 1979.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 414)
ID: 88504672
ZZ 1706 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English abstract.
PK-fertilization on drained pine swamps in Lapland : preliminary
results / by Eero Paavilainen. - Helsinki, Finland: Inst.
Forest. Fenniae.
16 p. : charts ; 1978.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 343) -
ID: 88504686
ZZ 1720 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English abstract.
Planting date of Scots Pine on drained open peatlands results
and final inventories / by Juhani Paivanen.
6 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88504541
In: SUO, Vol 26, No. 5, 1975, p. 95-100. Finnish with English
summary.
Effects on Scots Pine growth of ground water adjusted to the
ground surface for periods of varying length during ... /by
Eero Pelkonen.
7 p. : charts ; 1975.
ID: 88504472
In: SUO, Vol. 26, No. 2, 1975, p. 25-32. Finnish with English
summary.
Planting experiment with some tree species on a drained
small-sedge bog
3 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88504489
In: SUO, Vol 25, No. 5, 1974, p. 73-76. Finnish with English
summary.
Energy willow farming on old peat industry areas / by Veli M.
Pohjonen. - Kannus, Finland:Finn. Forest Res. Inst.
6 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88504189
ZZ 1411 VERT FILE





Effect' of macronutrient fertilization on the structure and
nutrient content of pine needles on a drained short sedge bog /
by Hannu Raitio. - Helsinki, Finland: Inst. Forest.Fenniae.
10 p. : charts ; 1981.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 456)
ID: 88504689
ZZ 1723 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English abstract.
The problem associated with forest draining in North-Finland^
from the viewpoint of tree species proportions / by Eino W.
Seppanen^ U. Metsanheimo.
4 p. ; 1960.
ID: 88504534
In: SUO, Vol. 11, No. 2, 1960, p. 22-25. Finnish with English
summary. . .
Organic fertilization of peatland forest-/ by Arvi Valmari.
3 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88504527
In: SUO^ vol. 26, No. 1, 1975, p. 5-7. Finnish with English
summary.
Sampling of low volume peatland pine stands for biomass and
production studies / by Harri. Vasander..
4 p. ; charts ; 1982.
ID: 88504482
In: SUO, Vol 33, No. 2, 1982, p. 87-91. Finnish with English
summary.
Dieback and fertilization on drained peatlands / by Heikki
Veijalainen.
6 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88504539
In: SUO, Vol 26, No. 5, 1975, p. 87-92. Finnish with English
summary.
Usability of some micronutrient fertilizers in peatland forests
report basing on needle analysis / by Heikki Veijalainen. -
Helsinki, Finland : Inst. Forestale Fenniae.
15 p. : charts ; 1980.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 443)
ID: 88504671
ZZ 1705 VERT FILE
























Long-term responses of Scots Pine to micronutrient fertilization
on acid peat soil / by Heikki Veijalainen. - Helsinki, Finland
Inst. Forest. Fenniae.
15 p. : charts ; 1981.
(Folia forestalia (Helsinki. Inst. Forestale Fenniae) ; 477)
ID: 88504687
ZZ 1721 VERT FILE
In Finnish with English abstract. . .
PEATLANDS—FOSSIL BISON
A report on fossil.bison from a peat bog in St. Paul, Minnesota
/ by Philip S. Taylor, Minnesota Academy of Science.
4 p. ; 1957-1958.
ID: 88503576
ZZ 903 VERT FILE
From the Minnesota Aca.demy of Science Proceedings: Vols.
XXV-XXVI, 1957-1958.
PEATLANDS—GEOMORPHOLOGY
The stratigraphy and geomorphology of the Hofmann Forest Pocosin
/ by R.B. Daniels... [et al.]. - Raleigh, NC : NC Agricultural
Exp Sta.
15 p. : maps ; [1976].
(Paper (North Carolina. Agricultural Experiment Station) ;)
ID: 88503904
ZZ 1182 VERT FILE
relationship ofMorphometry of the raised bogs of Minnesota:
size and form / by Robin Fox.
8 p. : charts ; 1977.
ID: 88504408
ZZ 1543 VERT FILE
Morphology and surface patterns of peat bogs / by David J.
Hilde. - s.1.: s.n.
17 pp. ; 1956.
ID: 88503727
ZZ 1026 VERT FILE
Term.paper for Geology 118
Development of peatlands in northern Minnesota. Final Report /
by Jan A. Janssens^ Paul H. Glaser. - Oak Ridge, Tn.: U.S.
Dept. of Energy.
105 p. : illus. ; (1985?).
ID: 88502453




A suggested "classification of muskeg for the engineer / by
Norman W. Radforth, National Research Council of Canada,
Associate Committee on Soil and Show Mechanics. - Ottawa, On. :
Nat. Research Council.
28 p. : charts, photos ; 1952.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ;
ID: 88504074
ZZ 1331 TECH REPT
Contents: The Expression of "Muskeg"; A Survey of the Conditions
for Classification; The Classification System; Descriptive
Terminology for Topographic Features.
Muskeg access,, with special reference to problems of the
petroleum industry / by Norman W. Radforth, National Research
Council of Canada, Associate Committee on Soil and Snow
Mechanics. - Ottawa,, On.: Nat. Research Council.
7 p. : photos ; 1956.
(Technical memorandum (National Research Council of Canada) ; 43)
ID: 88504081
ZZ 1338 VERT FILE
Contents: Muskeg character; Aerial interpretation for
trafficability.
Reprint from The Canadian Mining and Metallurgical Bulletin,,
July, 1956, p. 1-7.
On the genesis of banks and hollows in peat bogs / by Yutaka
Sakaguchi.
23 p. : photos ; 1980.
ID: 88504039
ZZ 1309 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Bulletin of the Department of Geography
University of Tokyo, No. 12^ Dec. 1980, p. 35-58.
Classification of peat landforms in Manitoba / by Charles
Tarnocai. - Winnipeg, Manitoba : Canada Dept of Ag.
45 p. : photos ; 1970.
ID: 88503769
ZZ 1063 VERT FILE
Perennially frozen peatlands in the western arctic and subarctic
of Canada / by S. C. Zoltai, Charles Tarnocai.
15 p. : charts / 1975. •
ID: 88504424
ZZ 1558 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Canadian Journal of Earth Sciences, Vol. 12,












The peat deposits of Grajewo county,, with geomorphological
conditions as background./ by Slawomir Zurek. - s.l.: s.n.
15 pp. ; 1969. • .
ID: 88503719
ZZ 1018 VERT FILE
English translation of abstract,, p. 483.
from: Przeglad Geograficzny t. XLI, z. 3, 1969.
Polish peatlands versus geomorphology / by Slawomir Zurek. -
Raszyn, Poland: Inst./Land Reel. & Grasslnd.
14 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88504199
ZZ 1420 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—GEORGIA
The comparative study of the Okefenokee Swamp and the
Everglades--Mangrove Swamp-marsh complex of southern Florida /
Geological Society of America,. Russell R. Dutcher^ Jane P.
Dolsen. - Washington,. DC.: Nat. Scien'ce Foundation.
265 p. : charts, photos ; 1974.
ID: 88504346
ZZ 1493 MONOGRAPH
Pre-convention field trip no. 6
PEATLANDS—GERMANY
Festschrift aus anlass des zehnjahrigen bestehens des
kuratoriums fur die staatliche moor-versuchsstation in Bremen /
by Werner Baden. - Hamburg,. Germany: Verlag Paul Parey.
200 p. : maps, charts ; 1960.
ID: 88504543
ZZ 1604 MONOGRAPH
Uber einige Moore und Moorgebiete zwischen Niederweser und
Niederelbe^ in Oldenburg, Ostfriesland, dem Emsland und dem ...
by W. Baden^ G. Grosse-Brauckmann, S. Schneider.
44 p. : charts ; 1962.
ID: 88504567
ZZ 1631 VERT FILE
From: Erlauterungen zu den Exkursionen beim 8 Moorkongress der
Internationalen Gesellschaft fur Moorforschung vom 5. bis 10.
Oktober 1962 in Bremen.
Wachstumsvoraussetzungen und Leistung verschiedener
Moorkulturtypen Nordwestdeutschlands wahrend ihres, ersten
Jahrzehnte / by Werner Baden. - Hamburg : Verlag Paul Parey.
(43 p.) ; 195?
ID: 88505031
ZZ 1878 VERT FILE
Sonderdruck aus Festschrift aus Anlab des zehnjahrigen Bestehens






Moorkarte von Baden-Wurttemberg : Erlauterungen zu Blatt
Weingarten. / by Kh. Gottlich. - Stuttgart : Druck und Vertrieb
64 p., 2 maps ; 1967.
ID: 88504463
ZZ 1590 VERT FILE
L 8122. In German.
Die Moore in Niedersachsen : 1. Teil : Bereich des Blattes
Hannover der Geologischen Karte der Bundesrepublik Deutschlan /
by Heinrich Schneekloth, Siegfried Schneider. - Hannover :
Gottingen.
60 p. : map ; 1970.
ID: 88503878
ZZ 1157 VERT FILE
Beitrage zur Kenntnis Niedersachsischer Torflagerstatten, / by
Heinrich Schneekloth^ Siegfried Schneider, Hans-Ulrich
Steckhan. - Hannover^ Vertrieb durch das Niedersach.
197 p. illus. ; 1963.
(Beihefte zum Geologischen Jahrbuch^ Heft 55)
ID: 88504515
QE269.A19 P312 HEFT 55 MONOGRAPH
PEATLANDS—GRASSES
Influence on grass growth of various proportions of peat in lawn
soils / by L.E. Longley. - St. Paul, Mn. : Univ of Mn.
3 p. ; [1935].
ID: 88504040
ZZ 1310 VERT FILE
Nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium fertilization of quackgrass
on an organic soil in northern Minnesota / by Robert Paul
Schoper.
73 leaves : ill. ; 29 cm. ; 1977.
ID: 88504944
ZZ 1838 .Al MONOGRAPH
Thesis (M.S.)—University of Minnesota.
Revegetation of mined peatlands : II. field testing of grasses
and site treatments / by Clifford J. Twaroski, Vilis Kurmis,
1922-,. Minnesota Peat Program. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : the
Program.
107 p. : ill. , maps ; 1982.
ID: 88501348













Untersuchungen uber die Einwirkung van Grundwasser-absenkungen
auf den Wasserhaushalt van Moor- und Anmoorboden der Erft / by
W. Baden. - Hanover : Ministerialdirigent Schweicher.
(7 p. ) : 1960.
ID: 88505035
ZZ 1882 VERT FILE
Sonderdruck Wasser und Boden, 12 Jahrgang, Heft 10, Oktober,.
1960.
In German.
The water resources of peatlands : a literature review / by John
C. Clausen... [et al.]. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Dept. of Forest
Reso.
xiii, 143 p. ; 28 cm. ; 1981.
ID: 88501396 ...
TP340 .C557 TECH KEPT . •
Uber den unterirdischen abfluss aus mooren / by Rudolf
Eggelsmann. - Stuttgart: Franckh'sche Verlagshandlung.
6 pp. ; 1960.
ID: 88505048
ZZ 1895 VERT FILE
Sonderdruck aus "Die Wasserwirtschaft", Jahrgang 50, Heft '6r Juni
1960 S. 149-154.
Investigation of ground water movement and engineering control
central lakes, peat bog for Northern Minnesota Small ... / by
EME Incorporated, Great Lakes Regional Commission^ Northern
Minnesota Small Business Development Center. - Duluth, Mn.:
EME, Inc.
[50] p. : maps, charts ; 1973.
ID: 88504732
ZZ 1763 VERT FILE
Groundwater fluctuations in certain open and forested bogs of
northern Minnesota / by Philip W. Manson, Dalton G. Miller. -
Univ of Minnesota, Dept of Agricult Eng.
[11] p. ; 1954.
(Technical bulletin (University of Mn. Dept. of Agr. Engin.) ;
217)
ID: 88503625
ZZ 940 VERT FILE
With notes on the effects of open drainage ditches on swamp
forest growth. Incomplete article.
Moorsackungen durch grundwasserabsenkung und deren
vorausberechnung mit hilfe empirischer formeln / by H. Segeberg.
- Berlin: Verlag Paul Parey.
18 pp. ; 1960.
ID: 88505047
ZZ 1894 VERT FILE
Sonderdruck aus "Zeitschrift fur Kulturtechnik"




1978 Peatland project - turf & vegetables - Anoka, MN.: s.n.
51 p. ; 1978.
ID: 88502921
ZZ 574 TECH REPT
1979 Peatland project - turf & vegetables - Anoka, MN.: s.n.
76 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88502922
ZZ 575 TECH REPT
1980 Peatland project - Anoka, MN.: s.n.
45 p. ; 1980.
ID: 88502923
ZZ 576 TECH REPT
2 copies
Peat and muck in agriculture / by M. S. Anderson. - Washington^
D.C.: USDA.
31 p. : (illus) ; 1951.
(Circular (United States. Department of Agriculture); 888)
ID: 88503088
ZZ 685 VERT FILE
Method of laying webs of composite material containing plant
seed / by Herbert Angruner. - Washington, D.C.: U.S. Patent
Office.
5 p. : illus. ; 1975.
ID: 88502708
ZZ 415 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 3,890,910
Anoka peatland project 1972 / Anoka County Activities Center. -
Anoka, MN. : Anoka County Extension Serv.
32 p. ; 1972.
ID: 88503097
ZZ 694 VERT FILE
1977 Peatland project— turf & vegetables / Anoka County
Activities Center. - Aneka^ MN.: s.n.
(72 p.) ; 1977.
ID: 88502917
ZZ 570 TECH REPT
Anoka Peatland Project 1976 - Anoka, MN.: s.n.
(33 p.) ; 1976.
ID: 88502918












Anoka Peatland Project 1975
44 p. ; 1975.
ID: 88502919
ZZ 572 TECH REPT
Anoka Peatland Project 1973
48 p. ; 1973.
ID: 88502920
ZZ 573 TECH REPT
- Anoka, MN.: s.n
- Anoka, MN.: s.n
Recommendations for expansion of the Minnesota horticultural
peat industry / Arrowhead Regional Development Commission....
[et al. ] . - [Minn.] : The Commission : The Institute.
41 pp. : ill., map ; 1985.
ID: 88501922
TN840.U5 R42 1985 TECH KEPT
'June 1985.r.
'Prepared for the Minnesota Dept. of Natural Resources in
cooperation with the Minnesota Peat Association.'
Apparatus for making seedling tubes / by Adrian Barbulescu. -
Washington, D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
11.p. : illus. ; 1981.
ID:- 88502717
ZZ 424 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 4,245,431
Peat a resource of the future — teaching manual / by Alain
Belanger... [et al.]. - Riviere-du-Loup, Que., Can : Cen. de Re.
115 p. : illus. ; 1988.
ID: 88503260
ZZ 768 TECH REPT
Horticulture on peat / Bord Na Mona., Lullymore (Ireland). -
Lullymore, Ir.: (Bord Na Mona).
40 p. ; (1972).
ID: 88503480
ZZ 839 TECH KEPT
Status of present peatland uses for agricultural and
horticultural peat production : final report,, phase II, peat
program / by Rouse Smith Farnham,. 1918-, Minnesota. Department of
Natural Resources. - [St. Paul] : Minnesota Dept. of Nat. Res.
50 p. : 28 cm. ; 1978.
ID: 88501340




Status of present peatland uses for agricultural and
horticultural peat production / by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-.
St. Paul, MN:Minn. DNR.
50 pp. ; 1978.
ID: 88503723
ZZ 1022 VERT FILE
Final Report—Phase II, Peat Program
Agricultural reclamation of peatlands : final report / by Rouse
Smith Farnham, 1918-... [et al.]. - [St. Paul] : Minnesota
Department of Nat.
70 p. : ill. ; 28 cm. ; 1979.
ID: 88502437
S599.M6 F37 TECH REPT
Agricultural reclamation of peatlands: progress report no. 2-/
by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St. Paul, MN:Univ. of MN^ Soil
Sci. Dept.
7 pp. ; 1978.
ID: 88504185
ZZ 1408 VERT FILE
Progress report no. 2, submitted to Dept. of Natural Resources,.
State of Minnesota
Use of peat in gardens / by Rouse Smith Farnham, 1918-. - St.
Paul, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Soil Sci.
[10] p. : charts ; n.d.
ID: 88504358
ZZ 1504 VERT FILE
Peat and its uses in horticulture / by Geo. F. Fraser. - (s.l.:
s .n. ) .
12 p. ; 1950.
ID: 88503494
ZZ 850 VERT FILE
Reprinted from "The Journal of the Board of Greenkeeping
Research" Vol VII. No. 26 (p. 322) 1950.
Opportunities and limitations for developing the horticultural
peat industry in the Arrowhead Region of Minnesota / by John S.
Gephart, Arrowhead Regi'onal Development Commission. - [Duluth,
Minn.] : The Commission.
52 p. : ill., maps ; 1983.
ID: 88502327








Horticultural peat marketing study / by John S. Gepharty
Arrowhead Regional Development Commission. - Duluth, MN :
Arrowhead Regional Dev Corn.
[20] p. : charts ; 1983.
ID: 88503821
ZZ 1107 VERT FILE
Includes preliminary data from Charles Davis of the Bureau of
Mines.
Muck soil management for head lettuce production / by Paul M.
Harmer, 1888-. - E. Lansing, Mi. : Mi. State College.
16 p. : photos ; 1914.
(Extension bulletin (Michigan. Michigan State College) ; 303)
ID: 88504398
ZZ 1534 VERT FILE
Proc-eedings of the Second International Symposium Peat in
Agriculture and Horticulture / by 1983 International Symposium
Peat in Agriculture and Horticulture (2nd, Bet Dagan, Israel). ,
International Peat Society. - Rehovot^ Israel : Hebrew
University of.
194 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88501846
S592.85 .156 1983 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1. Schallinger, K. M.
Proceedings of the International Symposium of Commission III on
Landscaping of Cut-Over Peatlands and soil Conservation /
International Peat Society. Commission III. - Brumunddal^
Norway : Norwegian Natl. Corn.
123 p. ; 1978.
ID: 88501933
ZZ 127 TECH KEPT
Peat and other soil conditioners for lawn and garden S-20 / by
David Kaplan. - Mount Vernon, NY : Consumers Union.
15 p. : charts ; 1964.
ID: 88504670
ZZ 1704 VERT FILE
Horticultural flower growth studies using Minnesota and European
peat products / by R. Larson... [et al.]. - St. Paul, Mn. :
Univ. of Mn./Dept. Soils.
6 p. : photos ; 1957.
(Report (University of Minnesota. Institute of Agriculture) ;
13)
ID: 88504112




Final Report: value added horticultural peat products / by
Thomas E. Levar, Natural Resources Research Institute. -
Duluth^ Mn.: Nat. Res. Research Inst.
20 p. ; 1990.
ID: 88504211
ZZ 1430 TECH REPT
Added entry:
1. NRRI/TR-90/03
Agricultural reclamation of peatlands: progress report / by
Thomas E. Levar, Rouse Smith Farnham,. 1918-. - s.l.:s.n.
17 pp. ; 1979.
ID: 88504190
ZZ 1412 VERT FILE
Minnesota's peat/moss : nature's compost / by Joseph A. Lioni. -
Gilbert,. Mn. : Power o' Peat.
6 p. : maps ; 1969.
ID: 88504008
ZZ 1277 VERT FILE
Influence on grass growth of various proportions of peat in lawn
soils / by L.E. Longley. - St. Paul, Mn. : Univ of Mn.
3 p. ; [1935].
ID: 88504040
ZZ 1310 VERT FILE
Peats for soil improvement and soil mixes / by Robert E. Lucas,
University of Michigan. Cooperative Extension Service, Rouse
Smith Farnham, 1918-. - E. Lansing, Mi.: University of Michigan
11 p.- : illus. ; (1965?).
ID: 88502454
ZZ 307 TECH REPT
Utilization of cut-over peat in Ireland / by R. E. Lucas, P. A.
Gallagher^ A. J. Cole. - Dublin, Ireland : Kinsealy Research
Centre.
16 pp. ; n.d.
ID: 88504192
ZZ 1414 VERT FILE
Moss peat cake for horticulture / by James. Martin. -
Washington, D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
2 p. ; 1972.
ID: 88502702






Artificial growing mixtures for the production of greenhouse
tomatoes, vegetable and bedding plants and pot plants / by J.A.
Martin, T.L. Senn. - Clemson^ SC: Clemson U/SC Ag Exp Station.
[60] p. : charts ; 1966.
(Research series (Clemson Univ. S. Carolina Ag. Exp. Station) ;
92)
ID: 88503875
ZZ 1154 VERT FILE
The muck soils of Michigan: their management- for the production
of general crops / by M.M. McCool, Paul M. Harmer, 1888-. -
East Lansing^ MI: Michigan State College.
78 p. : photos ; 1925.
(Special bulletin (Michigan State College. Agri. Exp Station /
136)
ID: 88503764
ZZ 1057 VERT FILE
Briquette for growing of plants / by Odd S. Melvold. -
Washington, D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
9 p. : illus. ; 1968.
ID: 88502697
ZZ 404 VERT FILE
Added entry:
1. 3.375,607
Report of the proceedings of the eighteenth annual convention of
the Michigan Muck Farmers Ass'n / Michigan Muck Farmers
Association. - E.Lansing, Mi.: Michigan State Univ.
64 p. : charts, photos ; 1936.
ID: 88504467
ZZ 1594 VERT FILE
1981 peatland project / Minnesota. Anoka County, University of
Minnesota. Dept. of Soil Science. - St. Paul, Mn. : Univ. of
Mn. Soil Sci.
53 p. : charts ; 1981.
ID: 88504350
ZZ 1497 VERT FILE
Mat for growing lawns or other vegetation and process for
producing same / by Lawrence C. Muldner. - Washington^ D.C. :
U.S. Patent .Office.
5 p. : illus. / 1975.
ID: 88502709






Peats and other soil conditioners
3 p. ; 1964.
ID: 88503953
ZZ 1223 VERT FILE
Documentation not available.
Chemical products from peat project : Memoranda of information
gathered in European laboratories, March to August 1954 / by
Edgar L. Piret. - Minneapolis, Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Chem Eng.
[100] p. : charts ; 1954.
ID: 88504450
ZZ 614.2 TECH REPT
Peat as growth base in tomato growing / by Viljo Puustjarvi.
4 p. ; 1960. : .
ID: 88504473 ...
In: SUO, Vol. 11^ No. 4, 1960, p. .63-67. Finnish with English
summary.
Peatland reclamation : vegetable varietal trials, Wilderness
Valley Farms, Zim,. Minnesota / by Keith W. Renaldo. - St. Paul,
Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Soils Dept.
35 p. : charts ; 1980. •
ID: 88504301.
ZZ 1466 VERT FILE
The Effects of the addition of industrially treated peats on
soil properties and plant growth in taconite tailings / by
Jeffrey J. Rengo. - Bemidji^ Mn.: Bemidji State University.
95 p. ; 1987.
ID: 88502232
ZZ 264 TECH REPT
M.A. Thesis, Bemidji State University, 1987.
An evaluation of the response of tomato plants to different
brands and shapes of peat pots / by John D. Ridley, B. J.
Skelton^ E. T. Sims. - Clemson^ S.C. : Clemson Univ./Ag.Exp.Sta
11 p. : charts ; 1966.
(Research series (South Carolla. Clemson University) ; 89)
ID: 88504402
ZZ 1538 VERT FILE •
The soil moisture and cropping problem on peat and muck lands in
the Northern United States / by H. B. Roe. - Milwaukee,, WI.:
USDA Soil Conserv. Serv.
(75 p.) : illus. ; 1943.
ID: 88503117





Development of a pure peat mixture for raising plants with
blocks = ontwikkeling van een potgrond uit veen voor de opkwe /
by J, -P. N. L. Roorda van Eysinga. - Wageningen : Pudoc.
78 p. : ill. ; 24 cm. ; 1965.
ID: 88500704
S239 .A37 NO. 668 MONOGRAPH
Added entry:
1.. Verslagen van landbouwkundige onderzoekingen, no. 668..
Agricultural inoculant composition / by Joseph P. Rutherford. -
Washington, D.C. : U.S. Patent Office.
7 p. ; 1982.
ID: 88502720
ZZ 427 VERT FILE
Added entry: . . .
1. 4,337,077 • . '
On the cranberry yields on peatlands / by Rauno Ruuhijarvi.
5 p. : charts ; 1974.
ID: 88504487
In: SUO, Vol 25, No. 2, 1974, p. 25-30. Finnish with English
summary.
Correcting the unproductiveness of acid and alkaline muck soils
for the growing of vegetable crops / by G.M. Tait, J.E. Knott. -
Ithaca^ NY. : Cornell Univ./Agr.Exp.Sta.
19 p. : charts ; 1933.
(Bulletin (Cornell University. Agricultural Exp. Station) ; 572)
ID: 88504024
ZZ 1293 VERT FILE
Organic soil conditioners / United States. Dept. of Housing and
Urban Development. Federal Housing Administration. -
Washington, DC.: US Dept Housing & Urb.
3 p. ; 1967.
(Land planning bulletin (United States. US Dept Housing &) ; 3)
ID: 88503948
ZZ 1218 VERT FILE
1974 Peatland Project - Turf & vegetables / University of
Minnesota. Agricultural Extension Service.,. Rouse Smith Farnham,
1918-. - St.Paul, Univ. of Mn. : Agr. Exten. Ser.
55 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88502137
ZZ 209 TECH REPT
Mushroom production on drained peatlands / by Heikki
Veijalainen.
3 p. ; 1974.
ID: 88504488





A plausible explantation for the purportedly nondarcian
behaviour of deep layers of histosols / by S. P. Mathur^ M.
Levesque. - Ottawa, Ont. : Agriculture Canada.
30 p. : charts ; [1983].
ID: 88504411
ZZ 1546 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—HYDROLOGY
Histosols, their characteristics, classification,, and use :
proceedings of a symposium held on 30 October 1972 during ... /
by Andrew Russell Aandahl^ 1912- ed., Matthias. ed. Stelly, Soil
Science Society of America. Division S-5. - Madison, Wis. :
Soil Science Society of.
136 p. : ill. ; 23 cm. ; 1974.
(SSSA special publication ; no. 6.)
ID:.88504496
. S5"98 .H-63 MONOGRAPH . •
Includes bibliographies.
The peat bog of Bagnowo / by Krzysztof Bitner.
25 p. ; 1960.
ID: 88503555
ZZ 882 VERT FILE
Reprint: Przeglad Geograficzny, t. XXXII, z.4^ 1960, 487-511.
Peatland and water in the northern Lake States / by Don Howard
Boelter, Elon S. Verry,. North Central Forest Experiment
Station (Saint Paul. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Dept. of Agriculture.
22 p. : ill. ; 27 cm. ; 1977.
(General technical report NC ; 31)
ID: 88500764 ISBN/ISSN: pbk.
SD11 .A352 NO. 31 TECH REPT
Peatlands and water in the northern lake states / by Don Howard
Boelter, Elon S. Verry. - North Central Forest Experiment
Station.
39 p. ; 1976.
ID: 88503631
ZZ 946 TECH REPT
Proposed paper.
Hydrologic characteristics of organic soils in lakes states
watersheds / by Don Howard Boelter.
4 p. : photos ; 1966;
ID: 88503977
ZZ 1246 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Journal of Soil and Water Conservation, Vol. 21,





The hydrologic characteristics of undrained organic soils in the
lake states / by Don Howard Boelter. - Grand Rapids,
Mn.:Northern Conifers Lab.
13 p. : charts ; [1972].
ID: 88504642
ZZ 1676 VERT FILE
The water resources of peatlands : final report / by Kenneth N.
Brooks, Minnesota Peat Program, University of,Minnesota. Dept.
of Forest Resources... - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Dept. of Forest
Reso.
118 p. : ill., maps ; 1982.
ID: 88501422
TP340 .W37 TECH REPT
Hydrologic factors of peat harvesting / by Kenneth .N. Brooks,
Steven R. Predmore. - St. Paul Mn. : Univ. of Mn./Dept.Forest.
49 p. : charts ; 1978.
ID: 88504273
ZZ 1457 TECH REPT
Final report: phase II - peat program.
The water resources of peatlands : a literature review / by John
C. Clausen... [et al.]. - [St. Paul, Minn.] : Dept. of Forest
Reso.
xiii, 143 p. ; 28 cm. ; 1981.
ID: 88501396
TP340 .C557 TECH REPT
Peat hydrology in the Hula Basin, Israel: I. Properties of peat
/ by S. Dasberg^ S. P. Neuman. - Amsterdam, Neth.: Elsevier
Sci. Publ.
21 p. : illus. ; 1977.
ID: 88503622
ZZ 936 VERT FILE
Reprint from the Journal of Hydrology^ v. 32, 1977,, pp. 219-239
Chemical tracers approach to determine hydraulic conductivity of
saturated undisturbed peat soils / by Abraham Gafni. - St.
Paul, Mn. : U. of Mn./Soil Science.
60 p. : maps, charts ,1985.
ID: 88504646
ZZ 1680 TECH REPT
PhD Study Plan.
Mires—swamp, bog, fen, and moor / by A. J. P. (Anthony John
Poynter) Gore. - Amsterdam ; New York : Elsevier Scientif.
v. <1 > : ill. ; 1983-
(Ecosystems of the world ; 4)
ID: 88504947 ISBN/ISSN: 0444420053
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A peatland bibliography : chiefly with reference to the ecology,
hydrology and biochemistry of sphagfium bogs / by Eville Gorham^
Janeen Elizabeth McAllister^ Mary V. Santelmann. -
[Minneapolis? : s.n.
[149]. ; 28 cm. ; 1985.
ID: 88501562
Z6004.P42 G66 1985 TECH REPT
Techniques for assessment of bog hydrology, harvesting and
mitigation of water quality impacts resulting from peat ... /
by Craig B. Hazen, Randal J. Beeson. - Tulsa, OK : Williams Bros
Engineering Co.
44 p. ; 1979.
ID: 88503795
ZZ 1089 TECH REPT
Biogeochemistry of Thoreau's bog, Concord, Massachusetts / by
Harold F. Hemond.
20 p. : illus. ; 1980.
ID: 88503605
ZZ 925 VERT FILE
Reprint from: Ecological Monographs, 50(4), 1980, pp. 507-526.
Groundwater fluctuations in certain open and forested bogs of
northern Minnesota / by Philip W. Manson, Dalton G. Miller. -
Univ of Minnesota, Dept of Agricult Eng.
[11] p. ; 1954.
(Technical bulletin (University of Mn. Dept. of Agr. Engin.) ;
217)
ID: 88503625
ZZ 940 VERT FILE
With notes on the effects of open drainage ditches on swamp
forest growth. Incomplete article.
A plausible explanation for the purportedly nondarcian
behaviour of deep layers of histosols / by S. P. Mathur,. M.
Levesque. — Ottawa, Ont. : Agriculture Canada.
30 p. : charts ; [1983].
ID: 88504411
ZZ 1546 VERT FILE
Water balance and hydrology of peatlands / by Steven R.
Predmore.
15 p. ; 1977.
ID: 88503889
ZZ 1168 VERT FILE
Hydrophysics of bogs (Gidrofizika bolot) / by V.V. Romanov. -
Jerusalem, Is. : Is. Prog. /Sci. Trans.







The transmission of water through peat / by D.W. Rycroft, D. J.A.
Williams, H.A.P. Ingram.
22 p. : charts ; 1975.
ID: 88503988
ZZ 1257 VERT FILE
Reprinted from the Journal of Ecology, Vol. 63, p. 535-568,. 1975
Potential hydrologic effects of peat mining in the Red Lake
Peatlands, north-central Minnesota : a project plan / by Donald
I. Siegel, 1947-, Minnesota. Department of Natural Resources. -
St. Paul, Minn. : U.S. Geological Survey.
9 leaves : 2 maps ; 1979.
ID: 88501337 . .,„
TN840 .85 TECH REPT
Hydrogeologic setting of the Glacial Lake Agassiz peatlands,
northern Minnesota / by Donald I. Siegel^ 1947-, Minnesota.
Division of Minerals. - St. Paul,, MN : U.S.G.S.
30 p. ; 1981.
ID: 88503290
S592.85 .S5 TECH REPT
Amelioration of water-logged terrain in Quebec : 1. Description
of the area, hydrology and drainage / by W. Stanek. - Ottawa,.
Ont : Canadian Forestry Service.
[20] p. : photos ; 1970.
ID: 88503903
ZZ 1181 TECH REPT
PEATLAND S —HYDROLOGY- -MODEL ING
Modeling streamflow response from Minnesota peatlands / by David
Phillip Guertin.




Peaty swamp lands; sand and "alkali" soils / by Cyril G.
Hopkins^ J.E. Readhimer, O.S. Fisher. - Urbana, IL : Univ of
Illinois Agric. Exper. Station.
36 p. : photos ; 1912.
(Bulletin (Univ of Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station) ;157) ' ~ -——-— -,--—-„-_- ^^^^^^ ^^^^^.., .
ID: 88503765
ZZ 1058 VERT FILE
Peat [in Illinois]
2 p. ; n.d.
ID: 88503566
ZZ 893 VERT FILE




Aquatic insects of peatlands and marshes in Canada / by H. V.
Danks,. David M. Rosenberg. - Ottawa : Entomological Society of
Canada.
174 p. : ill., maps ; 1987.
(Memoirs of the Entomological Society of Canada ; 140)
ID: 88504220
QL461 .E64 NO. 140 TECH REPT
PEATLANDS- - IRELAND
Some considerations affecting the classification of the bogs of
Ireland, and their peats / by T.A. Barry, Bord Na Mona,
International Peat Symposium (1954) : Dublin. -
Droichead Nua, Ire. : Bord Na Mona.
16 p. : photos ; 1954.
ID: 88504048 '.. • . - - - • .
ZZ 1318 VERT FILE
A survey of cutover peats and underlying mineral soils,. Bord Na
Mona CNOC Dioluin group / by T. A. Barry, M. L. Carey, R. F.
Hammond. - County Kildare, Ire. : Bord Na Mona.
141 p. : maps, charts ; 1973.
(Soil survey bulletin (Co. Kildare, Ire. Bord Na Mona) ; 30)
ID: 88504564
ZZ 1628 MONOGRAPH
Gives summary of analytical methods used in study and list of
references to analytical methods.
Horticulture on peat / Bord Na Mona, Lullymore (Ireland). -
Lullymore, Ir.: (Bord Na Mona).
40 p. ; (1972).
ID: 88503480
ZZ 839 TECH KEPT
- NijmegenIrish bogs : a case for planning / by H. van Eck.
Katholieke Universiteit.
333 p. ; 1984.
ID: 88504575
ZZ 1622 .Al MONOGRAPH
PEATLANDS—JAMAICA
Abstract of the environmental feasibility study of the Jamaica
peat resources utilization project / Institute of Gas
Technology, Beverly A. Miller, Symposium on Peat As An Energy
Alternative (1980). - Kingston,. Jamaica : Ministry of Mining
21 p. : charts ; 1980.
ID: 88504412
ZZ 1547 VERT FILE
I
CATALOG BY SUBJECT
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Abstract of the environmental feasibility study of the Jamaica
peat resources utilization project / Natural Resources
Conservation Department. Ministry of Mining and Energy, Inc.
Traverse Group. - Kingston, Jamaica:Nat. Res. Conserv.Dept.
21 pp. ; 1980.
ID: 88503677
ZZ 982 VERT FILE
Delivered at the Institute of Gas Technologies Symposium on "Peat
as an Energy Alternative"
PEATLANDS—LETTUCE
Muck soil management for head lettuce production / by Paul.M.
Harmer^ 1888-. - E. Lansing, Mi. : Mi. State College.
16 p. : photos ; 1914.
(Extension bulletin (Michigan. Michigan State College) ; 303) •
ID: 88504398 . - " , ' ' '
ZZ 1534 VERT FILE • •
PEATLANDS—LOUISIANA
The coastal marshes of Louisiana : chemical properties of the
soil materials / by R.H. Brupbacher^ J.E. Sedberry, Jr., W.H.
Willis. - Louisiana State Univ. Dept. of Agronomy.
34 p. : maps ; 1973.
ID: 88503872
ZZ 1151 VERT FILE
PEATLAND S—MAINE
Some peat deposits in Washington and southeastern Aroostook
Counties, Maine : the use of physical characteristics of ... /
by Cornelia Clermont Cameron, 1911-. - Washington : U.S. Govt.
Print. Off.
iv, 40 p. : ill. ; 1975.
(Bulletin (Geological Survey U.S.) ; 1317-C)
ID: 88503509
QE75 .B9 NO. 1317-C MONOGRAPH
Some peat deposits in Penobscot County, Maine / by Cornelia C.
Cameron, Walter A. Anderson. - Wash, DC : U.S. Dept. Int., Geol.
Survey.
[30] p. : charts / 1979.
ID: 88503832
ZZ 1118 VERT FILE
Production and utilization of Maine' s peat resources / by Joel
Davis^ Gregory K. White. - Orono, Maine : Univ of Maine/Dept Ag.
41 p. : charts ; 1979.
ID: 88503905






Maine peatlands: protection of their ecological value / by
Sherman Hasbrouck. - Orono, Maine: Land & Water Resources Ctr.
8 p. ; 1983.
ID: 88503633
ZZ 947 VERT FILE
Presented at a conference on peatlands held at the University of
Maine at Orono on Jan 20, 1983. Conference sponsored by the"
Maine Audubon Society, Falmouth, Maine.
PEATLANDS - -MAIAYS IA
A review of lowland organic soils of Sarawak / by Tie Yiu
Liong^Kueh Hong Siong. - Sarawak, Malaysia : Dept. of
Agriculture.
35 p. : photos ; 1979.
ID: 88504734
ZZ 1765 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—MAMMALS
Peat program : 1978-1979 biennium legislative appropriation /
Minnesota. Department of Natural Resources. -St. Paul, Mn. :
Dept. of Nat. Resources.
315 p. : charts ; 1979.
ID: 88504347
ZZ 1494 MONOGRAPH
Peatlands as a habitat of mammals / by Terttu Teivainen.
5 p. : photos ; 1974.
ID: 88504485
In: SUO, Vol 25, No. 1, 1974, p. 9-14. Finnish with English
summary.
PEATLANDS - -MANAGEMENT
Organic soils for the production of vegetable crops with special
emphasis on management practices that help preserve .. / / by
MaryPaul VanRyzin Even.
6 p. ; 1976.
ID: 88504133
ZZ 1377 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—MANITOBA
Peat moss in Manitoba / by. E. Lee Cameron. - Winnipeg,
Manitoba:Dept of Mines/Nat Res.
11 p. ; 1951.
(Bulletin (Manitoba. Department of Mines & Natural
Resources);48-1)
ID: 88503698
ZZ 997 VERT FILE
Organic soils of Manitoba / by H. J. Hortie, R. E. Smith, A.
Russel. - Winnipeg, MB. : Manitoba Soil Survey.
100 p. : maps,, charts ; 1967.
ID: 88504645



















Organic soils of the Roseau River watershed in Manitoba :
inventory and assessment for agriculture / by G. F. Mills. -
Ottawa : Canada Dept. of Agriculture.
ix, 69 p. : ill. ; 1977.
ID: 88503513 ISBN/ISSN: 0662010841
ZZ 861 .Al MONOGRAPH
Bibliography: p. 59.
Progress report on organic terrain studies / by Norman W.
Radforth, National Research Council of Canada. Associate
Committee on Soil and Snow Mechanics. - Ottawa, On. : National
Research Council.
17 p. : charts ; 1950.
(Technical memorandum (Nation'al Research Council of Canada) ; 16)
ID.: 88504093 . . • •• - • •
ZZ 1349 TECH REPT
Contents: Pollen analysis of peat underlying a treeless heath
area in the forest - tundra transition near Churchill, Manitoba;
Plants in the royal botanical gardens herbarium collected at
Churchill.
The relationship between net primary production and accumulation
for a peatland in southeastern Manitoba / by R.J. Reader, J.M.
Stewart.
13 p. : photos ; 1972.
ID: 88503939
ZZ 1209 VERT FILE
Reprinted from Ecology, Vol. 53, No. 6, Autumn, 1972,.
p. 1024-1037.
Classification of peat landforms in Manitoba / by Charles
Tarnocai. - Winnipeg^ Manitoba : Canada Dept of Agric.
45 p. : photos ; 1970.
ID: 88503769
ZZ 1063 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—MASSACHUSETTS
Peat resource definition and utilization in Massachusetts / by
Benno M. Brenninkmeyer... [et al.]. - Springfield^ Va. :
N.T.I.S.
176 p. : ill.r maps ; 1984.
ID: 88501336





Michigan's organic soils - an immense untapped energy resource /
by Eric A. Bourdo, Jr., Carl C. Trettin"."- Houcrhton, MI:Mich'.
Tech. Univ. ' ' " ---—"- "--^—"r—.——.
18 pp. ; 1980.
ID: 88504198
ZZ 1419 VERT FILE
Paper delivered at the Institute of Gas Technology Symposium,
"Peat as an Energy Alternative", December 1-3, 1980 ^Arlington,
Michigan's organic soils an immense untapped energy resource /
by Eric A. Bourdo, Jr. - (Houghton, Mi".: Mich. ^Tech. "Univ. ) .
18 p. : ill. ; 198?
ID: 88505066
ZZ 1913 VERT FILE
Paper presented at Symposium on Peat as an Energy Alternative,
Dec. 1-3, 1980, Arlington, Va. —.--^ —-——^
The muck soils of Michigan: their management for the production
of general crops / by M.M. McCool, Paul M. Harmer, 188 8-•'.'-'
East Lansing^ MI: Michigan State College.
78 p. : photos ; 1925.
.^(Special bulletin (Michigan State College. Agri. Exp Station ;
136)
ID: 88503764
ZZ 1057 VERT FILE
PEATLANDS—MICROCLIMATOLOGY
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